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INTRODUCTION
From. time immemorial man has used gold as a medium.of exchange, a measure of value,
'ectlyor

as jewelry' and tor ornamentation.

indirectly

ot lands,

to the settlement

the two best known exwnples.
wealth,

Placer

gold has led dir-

California

and Alaska being

It has led the way to the discovery

important

mineral

the discovery

at Butte,

Montana and the discovery

of the copper and silver

_._-----

ot the silver

deposits

of other
deposits

at cripple

Creek,

Colorado being two good examples.
This report.

a partial

ot the requirement

fulfillment

Science Degree tram the Montana School ot UUnes, was written
one might be able to attain
,

gold"geology,
production,
tana.

a better

type ot placers,
origin

conception

depth ot bedrock,

et the gold, etc.

up to and including

author by persons

familiar

in order that

ot the occurrence

ot the

tineJl18ss. ot the gold,

ot the placer mining districts

It is compiled :1"ram 11terature

districts

tor a Bachelor of

that

has been written

with these

ot Mon-

concerning

t~e year 1934 and trom statements

total.

the

made to the

same districts.
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degrees

The tour last

Mr.
men-

at the Montana School

PLACER GOLD IN MONTANA
The importance 01' Montana as a placer gold producer may be readily seen
by oonsulting the table.

The discovery 01' placer gold at Gold Creek brought

the tirst settlers to Montana.

With the discovery of gold at Bannack and at

Virginia City other settlers came and brought. with them Montana's tirst form
of government.

The capitola 01' Montana have all been placer mining towns,

Bannack being the tirst Capitol of the Terri tory 01' Montana and.Virginia
City and Helena being respectively the tirst and present capitols of the
State 01' Montana.
There are two distinct types 01' gold deposits:
syngeneti c : having the same origin as the enclosing rock, with
which the deposit is contemporaneous;
and epigenetic:
younger than the country-rock, into which the deposit has been subsequently introduced.*
The syngenetic type includes both the lode and placer deposits while
the epigenetiC type contains only the lode deposits.

The lode deposits may

be classified as tollows:
Gold-bearing
Gold-bearing
3. Gold-bearing
4. Gold-bearing
5. Gold-bearing
1.
2.

quartz veins.
sulphide veins.
contact depOsits.
dissendnations.
telluride deposits.

The placer deposits may be classified as tOllows:**
1.

RESIDUAL PLACERS
In residual placers the gold, which originally was in veins
or lodes, has been released through rock weathering, is close
to its orignial position and has theretore been conoentrated

~

**

Corry, A. V., Some gold
Fergus Counties,
Dingman, O. A., Placer
Gaol. Mem. 5, p.

deposits 01'· Broadw~ter, Beaverhead, Phillips, and
Montana: Mont. Bur. Min. Geol. Mem. 10, p., 1933.
mining possibilities in Montana.: Mont. Bur. Min.
2, 1934.

practically
without use ot water transportat.ion.
Deposits
ot this class are rare in :Montana, a notable eXallIplebeing
the sapphire placers o't Yogo GUlchnear LeWistown.
2.

mANSPORTED PLACms

Transported or sorted placers, as the name implies, are
those placers resulting 'trom the transportation
by water ot
the weathered gold-bearing rocks.' Weathering togeth~r with
the crushing which accompanies water transportation
releases
the gold particles
and the sorting action or the stream.
ei ther concentrates them or d:f.stributes them irregularly
throughout the stream gravel, as the case may be grouped as
tollows:
a. Creek placers
Gravel deposits in the beets and intermediate 'tlood
plains o't small streams.
b. Bench placers
Gravel d~sits
in anci~nt str~
channels tlood
plains which stand from a tew to several hunpred
'teet above the present streams.
c. Hillside placers
A group 01' gravel deposits intermediate between the
creek and bench place;rs.
Their, bed-rock i19 slightly above the creek bed and the surface topography
shows no indication ot benching.
d. R1var-bar placers
Placers on gravel tlats in or- adjacent to t1:te,beds
o't large streams.
e. Gravel-plain placers
Placers tound in the gravels o't the coastal or other
lowlaId plains.
't.
Sea-bench placers
Placers reconcentrated from the coastal plain gravels
by the waves along t~e sea shore.
g. Ancient bench. placers
Deposits tound on the coastal plains along a line ot
elevated beaches.
The tirst

tour types only are tound in Montana and. o't. these,

the most usual in occurrence and the tirst
the creek placers,

river-bar

placer,

CREEK
PLACERS:These are by tar

in importance are

and the bench placer.
the most cozmnon
type

and have been the most important source ot placer gold.
gold 1s usually

concentrated

out two or three teet

on bed-rock or scattered

The

through-

ot gravel immediately above bed-rock,
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Where the channel is comparatively
bed-rock is often exposed.
rQck i tselt
plaoer

narrow and the grade steep,

In many p1lacers however, the bed-

is weathered and decomposed thus torming an ideal

tor the lodgement 01' gold.

and 01' lesser
gold carried

grade, layers

Where the channel is wider

01' olay sometimes form, on which

downstream at a later

time may be conoentrated.

This clay is sometimes quite hard and otten
bed-rock indeed it

is knOYln as false

or may not be tound below this

bed~ock;

and distribution

and gold may

hardpan.
souroes ot gold.

BENCH
PLACERS: These are important
occurrence

is mistaken tor

The

ot th~ gold is much the same as

in creek plaoers.

RIVER-BAR
PLACERS: River-bar

plaoers

have also yielded

-

1

a large emount 01' gold in Montana.
being that portion

01' the river

high and low wat~.

usually

01' ,the creek placer.

tion,

is exposed between

a given bar than in

Wi. thin

~e

di-

particles

01' gold are

extremely small end tla t being sometimes 15 times as

broad as they: are thickl
its

bed that

is detined as

Usually the gold is much more tinely

vided. and more evenly distributed
the gravel

J. river-bar

original

source,

is irregular

does not concentrate

tace is generally

This gold has travell.ed

carried

and scattered

on bed-rock,

quantities

in its

deposi-

and that near the sur-

down stream ~th

It 1s knoWnas "tloo,d" gold and only in'rare
in suffioient

far :!'rom

the next high water.
instances

to make the bar workable.

is it

BURIED PLACERS:

Another, type of plaoer found in Montana

i$ the buried placer.

Gold that has been deposited in the

creek placer has later been covered over with weathered rock
and debris tram adjacent banks end the gold bearing gravel now
lies buried at various depths.

:&nigrant Gulch, about 20 miles

:south ot LiVingston, is an example ot this type now being sue..
I

cessfully worked by drift mining.
The gold in the placers occurs in the form 01' nugge~s,
flakes, scales, grains, or tine dust, associated with other
heavy minerals such as magnet! te and. garnets.

These minerals

have been removed by erosion from exposed out-crops ot lodes
deposits and, together with other detritus, have been transported by water until the oarrying power o:t' the stream was
checked so that its load was deposited and seleotively lIJeworked.

The carrying power 01' a stream varies as the sixth

power ot the velocity; thus a stream which doubles its velooity
will carry 64 times more rnaterial.
As soon as th·evelooi ty 01' the stream is checked, the

heavi~

materials are deposited and concentrated--henee

the

~requent association ot placer gold with black sand and garnet
sand-and

the lighter carried tarther tram the Bouroe.

The

size, torm, and amount 01' surface presented by the gold particle
are the chiet tactors affecting the distance of tran~ortation
when the veloci ty and oarrying power of the stream remain constant; therefore the coarser gold, including tlakes and scales,
will be found nearer to the gold lodes.
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As gold is 'Qtt and

malleable mineral the less rounded and flattened fragments
also indicate nearness to the souroe ot the material.

Since

the transporting power of a stream is a tuncti on of its velocity and since this is checked at an abrupt change 01' gradient,
through loss 01' volume, by e;v:aporation,and sinking into the
bed, or in eddies behind projecting rooks, bars, or sharp
curves in its course, the most tavorable sites for the deposition 01' placer gold are at these places in stream-beds.
The placers are of.three types as tollows:
1. Hydraulic.
2.

Dritt.

3.

Dredge.

The hydraulic type includes all placer~mining in which the gold is
washed from the stream-beds, benohes or hillsides by means of water forced
from a nozzle or by means 01' water running by gravity or by any other means.
Drift mining includes all place+-mining which is done by underground methods.
Dredge mining includes all placer mining which is done by machines floated
by water.
The districts marked by a star (*) are those which, tram all available
data, appear to otfer the greatest opportunity.
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ARGllNTA
DISTRIOT
Placer
discovered

gold in the Argenta district,
in 1862 along Rattlesnake,

12 miles Borthwest of Dillon,

was

Watson, French Creeks, and Gold Run

Gulch mainly above Argenta.
The rocks northwest ot Argenta are essentially
quartZites,

and Belt quartzites

and argillit.es.

Paleoz.oi e limestones

A quartz monzonite intrusion,

about one and a halr miles by one half mile in extent,

Many dikes and dike-like

to the northwest.
trusiones

such as andesite

bench gravel

cap many hills

and

lies

adjoining

Argenta

bodies of other types of in-

porphyry cut the sediments irregularly.
mainly east of Argenta.

Tertiary

Volcanic rocks are plen-

tiful.
The placer
gravel

deposits

along certain

quartz lodes.

occur in relatively

mountain streams closely

The placers

were quite productive.
and lucy placers

recent,

probably post-Tertrary

associated

with gold-bearing

have been worked on French Creek extensively

The Watson placer

yielded

about $40,000; the Pilgrim

over $4,000 to the French brothers,

amount taken out by another operator.

in addition

The gold is rather

nugget found in the Watson placer,

were the hydraulic

to unknown

coarse.

worth trom $25 to $63 were found in some abundance in the little
The largest

and

was worth $700.

Nuggets
ground worked.

The placers

type.

Corry, A. V. Same gold deposita of Broadwater, Beaverhead Phillips,
and
Fergu~ Counties, Montana: Mont. Bur. Min. Geol., Marn.10, p. 24,
25, 26 and 29, 1933.
Dingman, 0. A., Placer-mining possib11i ties in Montana: Mont. Bur. Min.
Geol., Men. 5, p. 24, 1934.
.
Shenen, p. :r., Geology and ore deposits of Bannaok and Argenta, Montana:
Mont. Bur. Min. Geol., Bull. 6, Plate II, 1931t
Winchell, A. N., Mining districts
of the Dillon quadrahgle, Montana and adjaoent area:
U. S. Geol. Survey, Bull. 574, p. 66-68, 1914.
Mineral Resources •
.Annual Reports of Bureau of Agriculture,
Labor, and Industry of Montana.
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The plaoer gold appears to have originated in numerous small quartz
fissure veins in felsite and contact deposits, many of whioh are within a
few hundred yards of the placers.

*

BALD MOUNTAIN DIS'mICT

Placer gold in the Bald Mountain district, 20 miles wes~ of Dillon
and 7 miles northwest of Bannack was disoovered in 1869 along West Fork of
Dies Creek and along Dyer's Creek.
The rocks
quartzites.

of

the district are essentially Paleozoic limestones and

A quartz monzonite intrusion crops out in the northern section.

The southern section is oovered by Tertiary deposits.
The placer deposits occur in relatively recent probably post-Tertiary
gravel along certain mountain streams closely associated with gold-bearing
silver lodes.
lye

The district was never important and has worked intermittent-

The total production has not been ascertained but is of a sn~ll value.

The placers were the hydraulic type.
The placer gold appears to have originated in numerous small quartz
fissure veins and contact deposits, many of which are within a few hundred
Yards of the placers.

Corry, A. V., Some gold deposits of Broadwater, Beaverhead, Phillips, and
FergUs Counties, Montana: Mont. Bur. Min. Geol., Mem. 10, p 24,
25, 25, and 29, 1933.
DiDgman, O. A., Placer mining possibili tiel'in Montana: Mont. Bur. Milif::.
Geol., Mem. 5, p. 24, 1934.
Winchell, A. N., Mining districts of the Dillon quadrang,le, Montana and adjacent area: U. S. Geol. Survey, Bull. 574, p. 24, 55, and 75, 1914.
Mineral Besources.
Annual. Reports ot Bureau ot Agriculture, Labor, and Industry in Montana.
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* BAliNACK DISTRICT
Placer gold in the Bannack district,
discovered

in 1862 along Grasshopper

18 miles southwest of Dillon, was

Creek and tributa.:ries.

The rocks east and south of Bannack are essentially
stones and quartzites,

and Triassic

boss intrudes the Paleozoic

(?)

limestones

Paleozoic

limes-

red beds'. A circular grenodiori te
about a ndles southeast of the town.

To the west and north of this section the Tertiary alluvial deposits occupy
the surface for miles both north and south.
the divide between Grasshopper
the valley of the latter.

and Horse Prairie Creeks and beyond into

East of Bannack,

new course instead of the north-south
some larger stream probably

To the south they extend over

Grasshopper

Creek follows a

valley west of the town which it or

once occupd en ,

A basalt flow now forming a

small mesa just east of the divide may have caused the change.
Barrell, R. W., The mineral formation of the Golden Leaf mine":. Eng. Min.
Jour., vol. 64, p. 04, 1897.
Billingsley, Paul and Grimes, J. A., Ore deposits of the Boulder Batholith
of Montana:
A. I. M ..E., Bull. 124, p. 657, 19·17.
Dingman, O. A., Placer-mining possibilities in Montana: Mont. Bur. Min.
Geol., Mem. 5, p. 24, 1934.
Shenon, P. J., Geology and ore deposits of Bannack and Argenta, Montana:
Mont. Bur. Min. Geol., Bull. 6, PlateII, p. 7, 14, 17, 26, 27,
28, 29, 43, and 44, 1931.
Shenon, P. J., Gold at Bannack, Montana:
Eng. Min. Jour., vol. 123, p.
326, 1927.
Winchell, A. N., Mining districts of the Dillon quadrangle, Montana and
adjacent areas: U. S. Geol. Survey, Bull. 547, p. 73, 75, 1914.
Mineral Resources.
Annual Repo~t of Bureau of Agriculture,' Labor, and Industry of Montana.
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The placer deposits occur in relatively
Grasshopper
associated

Creek ~d

its tributaries

with gold-bearing

recent Tertiary gravel along

and oh the benches near Bannack

lodes as they only extend one and a half miles

above town to 6 miles below the town~

The distriot has been very importan.t

and has been worked more or less continuously.
apprOXimately

$8,000,000.

The first dredge

closely

The total production

The placers were the hydraulic

has been

and dredge types.

(also first dredge in Montana) was installed

in 1895 and

four more were built in succeeding years one of which sank before being operated.

The gravel is 12 to 20 feet deep, the richest being 1 to 6 feet

trom bedrock,

and the gold averages 0.935 in fineness.

The placer gold appears to have originated

in numerous

small quartz fis-

sure veins and contact depOSits, many of which are within a few hWldred yards
of' the placers.

BEAVERHEAD

DISTRICT

Placer gold in the Beaverhead

district

and Mulchy Creek districts),

Beaverhead

(including Big Hole, Dark Horse,

Range, 45 miles east of Dillon, 30 miles

.outh ot Wisdom, was discovered in 1862.
The rocks are essentially

and argillites

Belt quartzites

intruded by

granitic rocks and by many dikes.
The placer depOSits
mountain
important

occur in very anoient river gravels along certain

streams associated

with gold-bearing

lodes.

and has been worked intermittently.

ascertained

but is of a small value.

Which are wi thin a mile of the placers.

-1

Total production

has not been

The placers were the hydremic

The placer gold appears to have originated

seed gold" because of its shape.

The district was never

in numerous

type.

small ore deposits

The gold is called locally "pumpkin

Dingman, O. A., Placer-m1ning possibilities
in Montana: Mont. Bur. Min.
Geol., Mem. 5, p. 24, 1934.
.
Perry, E. S.', Physiography and ground-water .supply in the Big Hole Basin,
Montana.: Mont. Bur. Min. Geoih., Mem. 12, p. 2, 5, and 8, 1934.
Perry, E. S" Verbal Communication.
:Mineral Resources.
Annual Reports or Bureau ot Agriculttme, Labor, and Industry ot Montana.

*

DILLON DISTRICT

Placer gold in the Dillon district,
Frying Pan Basin, north or Dillon,

in 1932 and 1933.

The surtace geology is essentially
Tertiary

volcanics

The placer

O. S. L. R. R. was reported trom

Tertiary

and Q,uat.ernary deposits.

also crop out.

deposits

occur in relatively

recent gravel ot the Frying

Pan Basin.

Total production has not been ascertained

The placers

were the hydraulic

but is ot small value.

type.

The placer gold appears to have originated

in the small quartz tissure

veins.

Di~~l

O. A., Placer-m1n1ng possibili
Geol., IvIem.5, p. 24, 1934.

tes lilnMontana: Mont. Bur. Min.

Lambert, G. S., Preliminary geologic map or we·.tern Montana, 1924.
Winohell, A. N., Mining districts
or the Dillon quadrangle, Montana and
adjacent areas:
U. S. Geol.) Survey, Bull. 574, p. 55-55 and 104,
1914.
Mineral Resources.
AnnUal Reports of Bureau of Agriculture, Labor and Industry of Montana.
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HORSE PRAIRIE DISTRICT
Placer gold in the Horse Prairie district. 6 miles southeast of Brenner
(G. and P. R. R. and near Grant (G. and P. R. R.) was discovered in 1863
along Horse Prairie Creek near Grant and recently in Colorado GulCh.
The surface geology is essentially Tertiary deposits.

The ridge to

the east of Donovan Siding consists of Cenozoic granitic intrusives and volcanic extrusives.
The placer deposits occur in relatively recent gravel along certain
mountain streams.
mittently.

The district was never important and has been worked inter-

Total production has not been ascertained but is of a small value.

The placers were the hydraulic and dredge types, the first dredge bein installed in 1901 near Grant.

The gold averages 0.882 in fineness.

The placer gold appears to have originated from the granitiC intrusives
but definite information is lacking.
Dingman. O. A., Placer-mining poss1bili ties in Montana: Mont. Bur. J.\U.n.
Geol., Mem. 5, p. 24, 1934.
Lambert, G. S., Preliminary geologic map of western Montana. 19240
Historical SOCiety 01' America, vol. 2, p. 48, 1896.
Mineral Resources.
.
.
Annual Reports 01' Bureau of Agriculture, Labor and Industry of Montana.

* MONIDA

DISTRICT

Placer gold in the r~nida district, O. S. L. R. R., was discovered in
1923.

The surface geology is essentially Tertiary deposits and Tertiary volcanics.
The placer deposits occur in Tertiary gravel along certain mountain
streams.

District is not important and the total value of the placers not

ascertained.

The placers were the hydraulic type.

-12-
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I

Dingman, O. A., Placer-mining possiblli ties in Montana: Mont. Bur. Min.
.
Geol., Mam.5, p. 24, 1934.
Tentative Reconnaissance Geologic map, State of Idaho, 1928: Idaho Bur.
Min. Geol.
~tineral Resources.
Annual Reports of Bureau of Agriculture, Labor and Industry of Montana.

PIONEER
DISTRICT'
Placer gold in the Pioneer district,
ported from stream and bench gravels

14 miles west of Wisdom,was re-

of Calf Creek in 1914 and from Ruby

creek in 1922.
The rocks are essentially
granitic

Belt quartz~tes and aEgillites

rocks and by many dikes.

The placer

deposits

occur in very ancient river

mountain streams associated

with gold-bearing

important and has been worked intermittently.
ascertained

but is of a small. vilue.

locally

which are at great

distances

lodes.

gravels along certain
The district

was never

Total production has not been

The placers were the hydraulic

'I'he placer gold appears to' have originated
posits

intruded by

in numerous small ore de-

from the placers.

~pumpkinseed gold" because of its

type.

The gold is called

shape.

Dingman, O. A., Placer-mining possibilities
in Montana: Mont. Bur. Min.
Geol., Marn.5, p. 24, 1934.
Perry, E. S., Physiography and ground-water supply in the Big Hole Basin,
Montana: Mont. Bur. Min. Geol., Marn.12, p. 2, 6, and 8, 1934.
Perry, E. S., Verbal Communication.
Mineral Resources.
Annual Reports of Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and. Industry of Montana.
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* CONFEDERATE

GULCH DISTRICT

Placer gold in the Confederate Gulch (Backer, Canton, Diamond City)
district, southwest slope of Big Belt Mountains, 15 miles north of Townsend;
N. P~ R. R., was dis~Overed in 18640
The rocks of the region are essentially shaly, slaty, and calcareous
tormationsot

the Belt distributed through the region.

Igneous rocks are

widely but rather sparingly distributed through the region.
sills, dikes, small stooks, and surface flows.
Cretaceous or early Tertiary.

These include

Sills are probably late

Some of the dikes are as late as Oligocene.

Most are quartz diorite and quartz monzonite.

Remainder are chiefly related

·POrphyries. Lavas include two varieties of andesite and basalt.
tlows are of ~ddle
er than Miocene.

or late Tertiary and Pleistocene ages.

Andesite

Basalt is young-

In addition there are rhyolitic lavas in the Oligocene and

1uocene beds of the valley areas.
The placer deposi ts occur in.recent gravel along certain mountain streams
and in Pleistocene gravel on certain benches associated with gold-bearing
lOdes.

The gravel along the creek proved to be the richest ever found in

Montana.' Some at it yielded as much as $l,.O.OO·',;to
the pan (the amount called
by the miners "a panll was usually two ordinary shovelfuls) and one season's
~
clean up" tram the placers on the terrace, known as Montana Bar is said to
,

have been- 2! tons at gold, worth about $90,000.
Placer

groom

is said to have been discovered by Jack Thompson, who in

Winter ot 1864 t~und pay gravel at a point somewhat b~low the site ot
Diamond City.

Atter 1869 placer mining rapidly deolined.

ranges trom $lO~OOO,ooO to

30.000,000.

The deposit was shallow, the.gold

coarse, and 1t was not uncommon to wash $1,000 from a pan.
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Total prodUction

Montana Bar has

produced from $1,000,000

to $1,500,000.

Diamondand other "bars" have

produced an aggregate not as rioh as Montana Bar.
$4,000,000.

Oement Gulch has produced

Montana Gulch has yielded between $600.000 and $3,000,000.

Confederate Gulch proper even less definite
miles of the gulch has been mined.
ed to range fram $2,600,000

data is available.

The total

to $7,600,000.

About 5

y:i.eld of this gulch is estimatTerraces on southeast, side of

Confederate Gulch knownas the Boulder Bars have been mined in places.
are understood not to have been very profitable,
probab~

For

and their

total

They

output

ranges between $100,000 and $500.000.

The deposits
were the hydraulic

have been worked intermittently
and drift

since 1869.

The placers

types.

The placer gold appears to have originated

tram the gold-bearing

veins of Miller Mountain at the head of Montana Gulch.
Chief if not the only source of the gold.
Cash, and ~ohnny Gulches lead direct~

quartz

This seems to be the'

The pay streaks

in MOIl-tena,Ready

toward the quartz outcrops.

Corry, A. V., Somegold <5pos1ts of Broadwater, Beaverhead, Phillips.
and
Fergus Oounties, Montana: Mont. Bur. Min. Geol., Mem.10, p. 16,
19, and 22, 1933.
.
Dingman, 0. A., Plaeer'""Illiningpossibilities
in Montana: Mont. Bur. Min.
Geol., Mem. 5; p. 24, 1934.
Pardee, ~. T., Geology and ground-water resources of TownsendValley,
Montana: U. S. Geol. Survey, Water SUpply Paper 539, p. 4, 13,
15, 34, 35, 36, 38, 45, and 46, 1925,
Pardee, ~. T., and Schrader, F. C., Metalliferous deposits of the greater
. Helena mining region, Montana: U. S. Geol. Survey, Bull. 842,
p. 3, 7, 11, 15, 17, 22, 28, 29, 120, 121, 123,128, 130, 136; 139,
lU
141, and 171, 175, 1933.
~neral Resources •
..AnnUal
Reports of -Bur een of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry of MontaDa.

-~

DEEPCREEK
DISTRICT

3 miles south of Townsend, N. P.

Placer gold in the Deep creek District,
B. R., was discovered in the sixties.
The rocks of the region are essentially
formations of Belt series.
distributed

Tertiary

slaty,

and calcareous

Igneous rocks are widely but rather

through the region.

sparingly

Rocks ranging in age from pre-Cambrian to

late Cretaceous or possibly early Tertiary
constitute

shaly,

torm. the moUlitains and probably

a bedrock floor that extends across TownsendValley beneath the
and later

deposits.

The placer deposits occur in recent gravel along certain mountains streams
and in Pleistocene

gravel on the higher benches north 01' Deep Creek associat-

ed With· gold-bearing lodes.
The total

The gravel ranges from 10 to 20 feet in depth.

production has not been ascertained

placers were the hydraulic type..

The district

but. is ot small val.ue.

The

was n~t 01' great imprtance and

has been worked intermittently.
There is no data available

as to the origin of the placers,

but one is

led to believe that the gold came from quartz veins near the head of the
stream, the same as the origin 01' the placer gold in the Contederate Gulch
area which is wi thin a few miles of this district.

Dingman, O. A., Placer-mining poss1bili ties in Montana: Mont. Bur. Min.
Geol., Mem. 5, p. 24, 1934.
Pardee, :1". T., Geology and ground-water resources of TownsendValley, Montana: U. S. Geol. Survey Water-Supply Paper 539, p. 11, 15, 35,
36, 19~5.
Pardee, :1". T., and Sohrader, F. C., Metalliferous depos1ts of the greater
Helena,mining region, Montana: U. S. Geol. Survey, Bull. 842,
u"
p. 123, 128, and 130, 131. 1933,
.vl.,l,neral
Resources.
Annual Reports of Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Indu~try of Jl~tana,
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* HELLGAT..EDISTRICT
Placer gold in the Hellgate District,
R. R., was discovered

25 miles north o~ Townsend, N. P.

in 1865 along Hellgate

Rocks of the district are essentially

Creek and tributaries.
shaly, slaty, and calcareous

tions of the Belt series.

A strip about a mile' wide along ~he mountain

tram White Gulch northwest

is underlain

by rocks of Paleozoio

at quartzites,

and shales.

These rest unconformably

Belt serie~.

limestones,

Igneous roeks are widely but rather sparingly

tbrought the district.
flows.

formafront

age oonsisting
upon the

distributed

~hese include sills, dikes, small stocks, and surface

The sills are probably late Cretaceous

dikes are early Tertiary,

or early Tertiary.

and some may be later.

Some of

Stocks may be as late as

Oligocene.
The placer deposits occur in recent grave along certain mountain

The

streams associated with gold-bearing

lodes.

and has been worked intermi tt~ntly.

The total production

oertained but is of small value.
There is no data available

~e

district is not important
has not been as-

placers were the hydraulic

type.

as to the origin of the placers, but one is

led to believe that the gold came from quartz veins near the head of the
streams the same as the origin of the placer gold in the Confederate

Gulch

are whioh is within a mile of this distriot.

DiIlgIllan,O. A., Placer-mining possibilities in Montana:: Mont. Bur. Min.
Geol" Marn. 5,p. 24, 1934.
Pardee, J. T., Geology and ground-water resources of .Townsend Valley, Montana: U. S. Geol. SUrvey, Water-Supply Paper 539, p. 13, 15,
1925~
Pardee, J. T., and Schrader, F. C., Metalliferous deposits of the greater
. Helena mining region of Montana. U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 842,
p. 123,. 128, and 130, 131. 1933.
Mineral Resouroes.
Annual Reports of Bureau of Agrioulture, Labor, and Industry of Montana.
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* P.ABlCDISTRICT
Placer gold in the Park (including Hassel, Indian Creek, and Townsend)
District, west ot Townsend, N. P. R. R. was discovered in 1860 along Indian
and <k"asshopper Creeks.
The rocks ot the district range in age trom pre-Cambrian to Late Cretaeeoua or possibly early Tertiary.

They torm the mountains and probably con-

etitute a bedrock tloor that extend~ across Townsend Valley beneath the
Tertiary and later deposite.
zoic age crop out prominently.

Igneous rooks ot late Mesozoic and early CenoSnall areas ot gabbro, dio:t'ite,and granite,

marking cupolas ot the Boulder batholith whioh is exposed widely in the FJ.khorn Dtstr1ct to the west, c~op out in isolated localities near Hassel.
There is a little doubt that batholithic roeks similar to these underlie
the Whole district.. Andesite
is the principal extrusive rock and oovers a
I
larger area th~

any other formation in the district.

These lavas were

poured out ot vents in the neighborhoo~ of Crow Peak and McClellan Range.
Small patchee ot rhyolite and ~llied acidic extrusives are found in ate'll
parts ot the district.

Andesit~ however, is the country rock in which most

ot the veins ocour.
The placer deposits occur in relatively recent gravel ot oertain mountain streams associated wi~h gold-b~ar'ing lodes.

The largest placer which

has been worked here is that situated on the piedmont bench about 6 miles
west or Townsend.

The gravel is 40 teet thick in place:s.. These placers

have produced largely in the past, although ot late years their yield has
been comparatively small.

These(have been worked intermittently.

The

total produotion between 1864~1928 is $200,000 although the yield ot the
early dey placers is not less than $1,000,000.
lic. type.
-18-

The plaoers were the hydrau-

The placer gold appears to have originated
quartz and pyrite

tissure

from the gold-bearing

veins occurring mainly in the andesite.

These

veins are within a tew hundred yards 01' the placers.
Bil~ingsley, Paul, and Grimes, 3". A., op. cit. p. 657
Corry, A. V•• 01'. cit., p. 16-18 and 22-23, 1933.
:Q1ngman.,
0._ A., 01'. cit. t p. 24.
.
Pardee, J. T., 01'. 01t., p. 13 and 36, 1925.
Pardee, J. T., and Schrader, F. e.t 01'. cit., p. 309, 183-196, and 198200, 1933.

Stone, R.

W.,

Geologie relation

01' ore deposits

in the Elkhorn Mountains:

U. S. Geol. Survey, Bull. 470, p. 76-78, 1910.
Mineral Resources.
Annual Reports ot Bureau at Agricult,ure,

*

Labor, and Industry ot MontalJa.

RADERSBURG DISTRICT

Placer gold in the Radersburg (Cedar Plains)

Distriet,

10 miles west

01' Toston, N. p. R. R., was discovered in 1858 along· Crow Creek and its

tributa.ries.
The sedimentary tormations observed or reported
beginning With the oldest,

andesites

Tertiary
ates,

deposits

intrude

deposits.

ot age,

higher in the sect.ion.

and shaly sandstone and

The_Tertiary deposits

very evident unconformity above the sediments mentioned.
chietly

in order

pre-Oambrian and'.Cambr1an quartz! tes and slates;

Paleozoic Madison limestone and Quadrant. quartzite;
other sediments s:till

are,

tormed at two or more periods,

but all

lie

The igneous rocks,
older than the

and younger than the Cretaceous sandstones and conglomer-

the Cretaceous sedimen.ts and are partly

Areas 01' hornblende granite

covered by Tertiary

and hornblende quartz monzonite oc-

cur south ot Radersburg and west or Lone MOuntain, where they penetrate
later

ot the pre-Tertiary

streams closely associated
district.

the

roCks.

The pla~er gold occurs in relatively

placer in this

in

recent gravel in certain

with gold-bearing

lodes.

Wilson Creek was first

The Radersburg e,nd Charity Gulch placers

-19-

mountain

near

Radersburg

have also been worked extensively

a satisfactory

production

of gold.

in the past and have yielded

All the creeks that drain the Elkhorn

district have a little p.lacer gold at their headwaters.

The gravel is un-

Usually thick and coarse along Crow Creek for considerable

distances

and below the points at which it issues from the mountains.
duction was about $500,000.
worked rather constantly.

The total pro-

The district was fairly important
The placers were the hydraulic

The placer gold seems to have originated

above

and has been

~ype.

from the pyritised

porphyry

and qUartz veins which are wi thin a few hundred yards of the placers.
Bari, D. C., The Radersburg mining district of Montana and some interesting
features of its geology:
Assoc. Eng. Soc. Jour. vol. 45, p. 14-16,
1910.
c.orry, A. V., 01". cit., p , 16-19 and 22, 1933.
Dingman, o. A., 01'. c1t., p. 24, 1934,
~ardee, J. T., OPe Cit., p. 13, 15, and 36, 1925.
Pardee, J. T., and Schrader, F. C., OPe c1t., p. 303, 183-196 and 198-200.
Stone, R. W., OPe Cit., Bull. 470, P. 76-78. 1910.
Weed, W. H., Geology and ore deposits of the Elkhorn mining district,
,
Jefterson County: U. S. Geol. Survey, 22nd Annaul Report, Part II,
p. 419, 1900-1901,
,
W·lnohe~l, A. N., 01'. cit., Bull. 576, P. 174 and 178, 1914.
Mineral Resources.
.
Annual Reports of Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and IndustVY' of MontAna.

* VaNSTON
Placer gold in the Winston

(Beaver Creek) District,

Winston, N. P. R. R., was discovered
Winston district is underlain
s1te-lat1te
porphyry,

group.

breCCia,

in the district.
PaCific Mine.

DISTRICT

in the sixties.

by flows, tuffs, and breccias of ande-

More than 9/10 of the district
and tuff.

southwest of

Quartz monzonite

is occupied by andesitic

forms six small. areas with-

Four of them are along Weasel Creek, one l,l~1ngnear East

The fith is toward the west near Beaver Creek, and the sixth

and largest, which, however, is not more than a square mile in area, contains

the :Little Olga and neighboring
quartz monzonite

mines, at the head of Weasel Creek.

bodies are intrusive

or cupolas projecting

into andesite

tain streams closely associated
quartz monzonite,

recent gravel of certain moun-

with gold-bea,ring pyrite' and quartz veins
and andesite porphyry.

fairly important but has been worked intermittently.
has not been ascertained
hundred

and appear to be stacks

from a single mass that occurs at no great depth.

The placer gold occurs in relatively

in andesite,

The

thousand dollars.

The district was
Total production

but is somewhere in the neighborhood
~e

Beaver Creek for considerable

of a few

gravel is unusually thick and c,?arse along
.
distances above and below the points at

which it issues from the mountains.

The placers were the hydraulic

type.
The placer gold appears to originate
qUartz veins in andesite,

or

from the gold-bearing

pyrite and

quartz monzoni1:te. and andesite porphyry.

Most

the ore depoei ts occur in b~lt about 5 miles wide which extends f'rom

Vicini ty of' Ilinston 8 miles southwestward,
MOuntains;

theref'ore , the gold-bearing

up the slope of the Elkhorn

lodes are within a very short dis-

tance of' the placers.

Corry, ~ V., OPe cit., p. 16-19 and 22,1933.
Dingman, o. ~., p. 24, 1934.
~ardee, J. T., p. 13, 15, 34, and 38, 1925.
ardee., J. 'L, and Schrader, F. e., OPe cit., p. 211, 212,213, and 214, 1933~
~tone, R. W., OPe Cit., Bull. 470, p. 76-78, 1910/
Weed, W. H., op, cit., p. 419, 1900-1901.
1~neral Resources.
U. S. Geol. SUrvey (various years).
Annual Reports ot Bureau ot Agriculture, Labor, and I~dustry of Montana.
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BRO.AD~1ATE:R COUN'lY AND LEWIS

AND CLARK COUNTY

Missouri River Terraces
At about the same time that York and other productive
discovered,

gold-bearing

gulches were

gravel was found in a group 01' terraces

border the !'.1issouri
River rz-om vicinity

.~

that

of Canyon Ferry downstream

for.

10 or 12 miles.
French Bar was the richest and most extensively
terraces.

It is situated on southwest side of river at the north end of

the Spokane Hills, nearly opposite

Clark GUlch.

Bar supported a mining camp of same name.
at altitudes
the river

mined of the river

For several years Fren.ch

Gravel-bearing

channels oceun

of about 200, 240, and 260 feet above the present

(Hauser Lake).

The channels contained

ranged from one foot to 6 feet in thickness.

stream-washed

gravel that

Above the gravel was a thick

deposi t of sand and silt, locally mixed with hill-side
boulders are present.

level of

talus.

A few large

The mining pits aggregate more than 6 miles in length

and from 50 to 400 feet wide •. Total area is about 150,000 square yards.
According

to generally

accepted reports~ French Bar was as rich as the

gUlehes of the York area, and it is estimated

therefore

to have yielded

$10 per square yard or :~1,50Q,000.
Spokarue Bar is developed

on the southwest side of Wdssour~ River just

below Spokane Creek, or 3 miles below French Bar.
it was mined during or shortly after gold-rush
learned.

Except for the fact that

period,

its history was not

The old workings are a pit about 300 feet long, from 50 to 500

feet Wide,· and from 6 to 25 feet deep.

The deposit is supposed to have

been much poorer than French Bar, and it is rather arbltraril ..
y estimated
to have produced

an average of $3 per square yard or $559',000. The gold-

bearing gravel is characterized'by

smooth stream-washed

cobbles that are

mostly less than 6 to 8 inches in diameter.

It lies upon bedrock,

a few feet thick, and is somewhat bound with a rusty red cement.
boulders

is only
Large

are sparingly scattered through the mass and are covered with an

overburden

of fine gravel, sand, and soil from 5 to 20 feet thick.

The an-

cient stream channel in which the deposit lies is about 50 feet above the
present level of the Missouri River as held up by the Hauser Lake Dam, or
about 100 feet above the submerged flood plain.
maining,

From unworked

gravel re-

sapphires are still recovered.

ELnDorado Bar, Ameri can Bar, Sorrels' Bar, Mings Bar, and Ruby Bar are
terrace remnants along the river below Spo~ane Bar which have been mined in
places.

l~e yield of gold is unknown, but were much less productive

either the Spokane Bar or French Bar.

in Montana.

their aggregate production

El Dorado Bar i,sbest known as the site 01' a

was not more than ~100,000.
sapphire excitement

Probably

than

that drew general attention

As early as 1867 presence

to occurrence

of those gems

of sapphires was recognized

here.

Parts of this bar and of several others are submerged by Hauser Lake.
The fact that French Bar is opposite Clark Gulch and just below the
mouth of Cave Gulch suggests that its gold came out of those valleys before
the streams had cut below the terrace levels.
ported by the fact that the gold-bearing

This idea is strongly sup-

terrace north of Cave Creek ex-

tends down nearly to the river leaving only a comparatively

small gap be-

tween that feature and French Bar to be filled so as to restore,
tion, a continuous

deposit.

Clark Gulch, but remnants

in imagina-

Terraces are wanting along the lower course of

of them are found farther up that stream, and it

is eVident that at any stage Clark Gulch is even better situated than Cave
Creek to supply gold to the river.

Therefore it is concluded that during

-23-

the terrace stages, the river channel, having received more or less gold
from Cave Gulch, was greatly enriched by the discharge from Clark Gulch
and its tributary
gold-bearing

Oregon Gulch.

streams

join the river.

and the other auriferous
significant

Between Clark Gulch and Trout Creek no
This st.retch contams

terraces mentioned,

Spokane Bar

except El Dorado Bar.

that these deposits become progressively

It is

poorer downstream.

Their gold as well as that of French Bar is thus indicated

to have come from

Clark. and Cave Gulches.

they are farther

Naturally

from the source of the gold.

they are leaner because

El Dorado Bar is below mouth of Trout Creek

and probably was enriched from that stream.
Several gulches that head in the divide east of Confederate
discharge

Creek and

into the Smith River are said to have yielded placer gold.

one of these, Benton Gulch, a little mining is still being done.
in this gulch is evidently

In

The gold

derived from the qp.artz lodes near the head of

that valley on Miller Mountain.

The total production

is unknown.

Pardee, J. T., and Schrader, F. C., Bull. 842, p. 180-182, 1933.
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CARBON COUNTY

Clark Fork District
Placer gold in the Clark Fork District.

south of Belfry,

N. P. R. R.,

Was1'oundin the gravels of Clark Fork 0:£ the Yellowstone River, near
Montana-Wyoming
boundary,
The Clark Fork Valley is covered by Quaternary alluvium.

The roeks

to the west of the valley range from Cretaceous (MontanaGroup) to Tertiary
(Fort Union).

The rocks to the east of the valley range from Triassic

(Clearwater') to Cretaceous (Lance).

~

The
placer gold which is very fine
,

occurs in the Q.uarternary alluvium of the C·lark Fork of the Yellowstone
River.

'lhe district

was unimportant and has been worke&[.YeD~
intermittently.

The area hal! been examined bY.,certain large mining companies, but no
development resulted.
is of a rather

The total

small value.

production has not been ascertained

The placers were the hydraulio. type.

but
The

placer gold is 0,960 in fineness.
Due to the la~

01' data on the district,

the origin of the placer

gold is unknown.

Bevan,

A.,

SUmmary of geology 01' the Beartooth Mountains, Montana.: Jour.
Geol., Vol XXXI, number 6, p. 448-450, 1923.
Dingman, O. A., OPe cit., p. 25, 1934.
Lambert, G. S., Preliminary geologic map of central and eastern Montana:
1921.
Mineral Resources.
AnnUalReports of Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry of Montana.
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CASCADE

COUNTY

Neihart District
The date 01' disoovery

01' placer gold in the Neihart

(~bntana) Distriot,

G. N. R. R., is unknown.
'rhe rocks 01'. the. district
gneisses,
phyry.

consist 01' Pre~Beltian

and schists. and Belt quartzite

Granite porphyry

gneissic

diorite,

intruded by Tertiary quartz. por-

dikes cut the gneiss, gneissiC

diorite, and quartz

porphyry.
The occurrence

of the placers is unknown but is probably

Creek below its junction with Snow Creek or probably
gold-bearing

lodes are located on these creeks.

five ounces in gold.
the ores.
hydraulic

on Carpenter

on Snow Creek.

The

These average from one to

Some native gold, very little in fact, may be seen in

The total production

is 01' no consequence.

The placers were the

type.

Because of the fact that the occurrence
can't give their origin.

of the placers is unknown,

The origin is probably

and Snow Creeks which contain gold-bearing

o~e

from the mines on Carpenter

ore.

Dingman, O. A., OPe cit., p. 25, 1934.
Schafer, P. A., Oral communication.
Schafer, P. A., Preliminary geologie map, Neihart mining district, Cascade
.County, Montana, 1934.
Weed, \1. H., Geology of the Li ttle Belt Mountains:
U. S. Geol. Survey,
20th Annual Report, Part III, p. 380-382, 402, 405, and 413, 18981699 •
.' Mineral Resources.
Annual. Reports of Bureau of Agricul.ture, Labo,r, and Industry 01' Montana.
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DEER LODGE COmfIT
Cable District
Placer gold in the Cable District, 12 miles northwest of Anaconda,
B. A. and P. R. R., was discovered in the early seventies.
The rocks ·01' the district consist of Cambrian shales and limestones,
Devonian (Jefferson)

limestone, and Carboniferous

truded by Tertiary granodiorite.
QU-aternary alluvium.

(Madison) limestone in-

The valley of Cable Creek is covered by

To the north, northwest, a little strip to the

southeast, and the center of the district are Quaternary glacial moraines.
The placer gold occurs a short distance below the outcrop of the lode
of the Cable mine on the rela tively steep hillsi de.

Bed-rock gr-ave.Ls of the

flat below the Cable mine are gold-bearing but are considered too deep
for dredging.

The placer was a bonanza deposit and was very productive.

In 1872, $18,000 was taken out in eight weeks.

The placer deposits of the

Philipsburg Quadrangle, the Cable placer being one, have yielded less than
$2,000,000.

The deposits are stream gravels and glacial gravels.

As a

rUle the material is so coarse that it is expensive to remove and the profits of operation are small.

The placer has been worked intermittently"

Billingsley, P., and Grimes, J. A., OPe cit., Bu'll. 124, p , 556, 1917.
Ca.lkins, i. C., and .l!ffimons,
\l. H., U. S. Geol. Sur-v, Geologic Atlas, Folio
196, Philipsburg, Montana, p. 24-25, 1915.
Dingman, O. A., OPe cit., p. 25, 1934.
Emmons, W. H., The Granite-Bimetallic and Cable Mines, Philipsburg Q,uadrangle, Montana: U. S. G.eol. Survey, Bull. 315, pp , 32-35, 45,
47, and 49, 1906.
Emmons, W. H., and Calkins, F. C., Geology and ore deposits of Philipsburg
quadrangle: U. S. Geol. Surv. Pr or , Paper 78, p , 29-32, 153,
154, 163, and 263, Plate I, 1913.
Lincoln, F. C., Some gold deposits of the Northwest: Eng. Min. Jour.,
vol. 92, p. 408 and 410, 1911.
Mineral Resources.
Annual Reports of Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry of Montana.
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and the total production has not been ascertained, but it is not large.
The placers were the hydraulic t.ype. The richest placer gravel is near
bedrock.

'I'heplacer gold has been derived f'rom the auriferous contact

deposits of the Cable Mine.

Native gold, some of which is coarse, is

widely distributed in the ore of the Cable Mine.

DRY GULCH DISrRICT
Placer gold in the Dry Gulch District, southwest of Race Track, N. P.

R. R. and C. M. and St. P. R. R. was produced from Modesty, Connor's,
Prairie, and Lost Creeks, and their tributaries.
'I'he rocks of the district

are essentially Algonkian q_uartzites,

shales, argillites, and limestone; lower Paleozoics; and upper Mesozoic
intruded by Tertiary q_uartz monzonite.

Theextrerae eastern part of Ithe

district is covered by Tertiary deposits and Q.uaternary deposits.
The placer gold occurs in glacial gravel of Dry and Modesty Creeks.
The district was never important and has been worked intermittently.
The total production has not been ascertained but is not large.
placers were the hydraulic type.

The

The placers were recently active.

Due to lack of definite information, the origin of the placers
is unknown.

The gold probably cmue from the contact between the ig-

neous intrusives and the sediments.

D'lngman, O. A., Ope ctt , , p. 25.
Lambert, G. S., OPe cit., p , 25.
Mineral Resources.
Annual R~ports of the Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry of Montana.
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* FRENCH

GULCH DISTRICT

Placer gold in the French Gulch District,

12 miles

south o~ Anaconda,

B. A. and P ..R. R., was discovered in 1865.
The rocks o~ the district are essentially
argillites, and limestone; Paleozoic

Algonkian

quartzites,

~orma.tions; and Upper MesOZOic

shales,
~orma-

tiona intruded by Tertiary quartz monzonite.
The plaeer gold occurs in the recent gravel o~ French creek.
v

this district had ymelded over $1,000,000.
It has been worked intermittently.

By

The district was recently

The total pnoduc t Ion is unknown.

placers were the hydaulic and dredge types.

1870
active.
The

The gold averaged 0.893 in

~ineness.
The placer gold was deri ved ~rom the gold-bearing

contact deposits ot

the region.
Dingman, O. A., OPe eit.,p. 25, 1934.
Lambert, G. S., op , cit., 1924,
Mineral Resources.
Annual Reports or the Bureau o~ Agriculture,

*- GEORGErOWN

Placer gold in the Georgetown
northwest

Labor, and. Industry ot Montana.

DISTI1ICT

(Southern Gross) D1strict,

15 miles

of Anaconda, B. A.. and P. R. R., was discovered in the late sixties.

The rocks or the district are essentially .Algonkian shales, limestone,
and sandstone

and Paleozoic

Tertiary granodiorite.

limestones,

shales, end: sandstones,

There are ~uaternary

intruded by

alluvium and moraines.

The placer gold occurs in recent gravel assoeiated

with the gold-bearing

lodes o~ the Southern Cross 1tine. Whe placer deposits ot the Philipsburg
~uadrangle, the Georgetown placers included have yielded less than $2,000,000 •
..
The deposits are stream gravels end glacial gravels. Asa rule the material

is so coarse that it
are small.

is expensive to remove and the profits

The placers

have b~en worked intermittentlY,

being many times turned over.
The total
placers

1870 the. district

By

production has not been ascertained

of operation

the gravels

had yielded $40,000.

but is not large.

The

were the hydraulic type.

The placer gold bas been derived trom the auriferous
placement bodies in limestone,

deposi t s , re-

of the Southern Cross lodes.

BillilD.gsley, Paul, The Southern Cross mine, Georgetown, Montana: A.r.M.E.,
Bull. 81, p. 2289-2290, 1913.
Billingsley,
Paul, and Grimes, J. A., OPe Cit. Bull. 124, p. 656-657, 1917.
Brown, R. G., The Georgetownmining district:
Eng. linn. Jour., vol. 58,
p. 345, 1894.
Calkins, F. C., and Enmons, W. H., U. S. Geol. Surv. op•. cit. po 24-25.
Dingman, O. A. OPe cit. 11em~.5t::p,_@fii, 1934.
Emmons,W. H. OPe cit. Bull. 315, p. 33-35, 1906.
Emmons,W. II., OPe cit. Prof. Paper 78, p. 29-32, 153, 154, 163, 263, and
264, Plate I, 1913.
llineral Resources.
Annual Reports of Bureau ot Agriculture, Labor, and Industry ot Montana.

HEBER DISl'RICT
Placer gold in the Heber District,

5 miles south ot Anaconda, B. A.

AndP. R. R. and N. P. R. R., was discovered :OnNull Creek.
Rocks of the di strict
sandstones,

and argillites

are Algonkian sha.les, limestones,
intruded by Tertiary

Covered in places by Tertiary

quartzites,

quartz monzonite and

volcanics an.d lake beds and by Q..uaternary

allUvium.
The placer gold occurs in the recent alluvium of 1tlll Creek.
district

has been worked inter.mittently.

been ascertained

but is not large.

Due to lack of definite

The tO$al production has not

The placers

information,

The

were the hydraulic

the origin of the placers

type.
is

not known. The gold probably came trom the contact between the Tertiary
quartz monzonite and the Algonkian formations.

-30-

Dingman, O. A., op.• oi t, p , 25.
Lambert, G. S., 01'. 01t.
Wdneral Resources.
Annual Reports of the Bureau of Agrioul ture, .Labor,

* ORO:B'llTO
Placer

N. p. R. R. and C. M. and St. P. R. R.,

rocks,

and rhyolite.

the placer

mines,

consist

8 miles

pinkish-red

south of Deer Lodge,

was discovered
of granite

A quartz. porphyry that
contains

of Montana.

DIST....'UCT

gold in the Oro-Fino Dis.trict,

The rOcks of the district

and Industry

in 1867.

or monzonite,

porphyritic

crops out on the creek above

garnets.

The rocks are Tertiary

in

age.
The first

deposits

to be exploited

consisted

of gold-bearing

gravel

along Caribou,

Oro Fino,

and Dry Cott.onwcod Creeks.

_streams is not known, but they are not reported
rioho

Dry Cottonwood Cree'k is noteworthy,

to gold,

tt

has yielded. sapphires.

ranges
to at

being worked at present.

from less
least

property

15 feet

operated,

nowevee, because

The gravel

Dry Cotton-

deposi ts

(post-Tertiary)

in width and from 3 feet

In June, 1910, at a point on the Dodd

of a mile above the place

the gravel,

in addition

had yielded

and tributaries.

to more than 600 feet

in thickness.

about a quarter

previously
40 feet

than 50 feet

to have been espeCially

By 1870 the district

$80,OOO"from Oro Fino and Caribou gulches
WOodCreek is

Prod.uction of these

where a dredge had been

as exposed by a series

wide and ranged from a few inches

to 12 feet

of treneb.es was

in thickness.

Gold

I

and sapphires
lic

found on and near the bedrock.

The placers

were the hydrau-

and dredge type.
The placer

gold-bearing
yards

gold

veins

appears to have originated

fDomt_the least

in the q.lartz; monzonite which are wi thin

of the placers.

-31-

striking

a few hundred

Dingman, O. A., op ..cit., p. 25.
~ardee, J. T., and Schrader, F. C., Metalliferous deposits of the greater
Helena mining regioJ;i,Montana: U.· S. Geol. Surv. Bull. 842,
p. 283-284, 193-196, and 198-200, 1933.
Mineral Resources.
Annual Reports of the Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry of Montana.

FERGUS COUNTY

North Moccasin District
Placer gold in the North Moccasin
of Lewistown,

15 miles north

C. M. and St. P, R. R. and G~ N. R. R., was discovered

eighties in Plum Creek and in Bedrock,
The North Moccasin Mountains
apparently

(Kendall) District,

Iron, and McClure

Gulches.

were formed by a laccolithic

chiefly composed of a gram. te porphyry

in the

intrusion,

or quartz porphyry.

This domed up an almost complete series of strata from early Paleoz.oic
through the Cretaceous.

The soft Cretaceous

shales and sandstones

have

been eroded from the top of the uplift and now CfoP out around its sides.
Most of the southern gulches in the North Moccasin Mountains
placer gold.

contain

Plum Creek on the north side also contains placer gold.

Placer& are closely associated

wi th the gold lodes.

been important and has been worked interrnittently.

The district has not
Iron Gulch has produced

the largest amount o~ placer gold of the places mentioned
weighing as much as 4 ounces are reported

above.

Nuggets

to have been found here.

In late

years the creek beds have been worked in the spring when a sufficient
mo~t

of water is available

give the placer production

for sluicing operation.
as $10,000 to $50,000

The

Unauthentic

for all time.

a-

figures
Recovery

of placer gold has not been reported from streams which cross the main area
of gold deposits.
The origin of the placer gold appears to be the gold-bearing

lodes
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in the top of the Madison formation mainly, bu.t some placer gold might have
come from the altered

por~ion of the irregUlar

di~e-like

masses of porphyry

and from the sandstones and calcareous' shal.es of Q.uadra;n.tand Ellis

forma-

tions.
Blixt,

J. E., Geology and gold deposits

of the NCIl'thMoccasin Nlountains,
Fergus County, Montana: Mont. Bur. Min. Gaol. Mem48, p , 12-16,
1933.
Dingman,
1..., op. ci t ., p. 25.
Freeman, O. W., Mineral prospects in Far_guscourrty, Montana.: Eng. Min. Jour.
vol. 103, p. 660, 1917.
Freeman, 0. W., The Nm:th Moccasin Mountains of Montana: Min. Eng. World
vol. 42, p. 947, 1915.
Mineral. Resources.
Annaul Reports of the Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry of Montana.

°
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WAilldSPRINGS DISTRICT
Placer gold in the WaDnSprings (Gil~ Edge and Maiden) District,
miles· northeast

of Lemstown, station,

G. N~ R. R. and C. M. and

st.

13
P. R. R.,

was discovered in 1880.
The ~udj;th Mountains are a composite group of domal structures,

formed

of sediments ranging in age from Cambrian to Cretaceous,

intruded by lacco-

liths

sheets,

of various types, ,with associated

like bodies.

The intrusions

dikes,

intrusive

are Cretaceous in age.

Wherever streams have a course through porphyry areas,
occur.

A certain

amount of placer

too small, and the available
of any magnitude.

water supply is too deficient

few men have made small sumsfrOOlit.

from Armell's Creek.
total

produ~tion is very s:nall.

are

to allow of work

on mostly in Alpine Gulch, where a
The gold found is usually very coarse

i t~ short transport.
The district

placer washings

work has been done but the deposits

It has been carried

and unworn, indicating

and stock-

Someplacer

is also produced

has been worked intermittently.
The placers were the hydraulic

The
type.

· The placer gold seems to have originated from the replacement and
cavity filling deposits in the Mad1scm limestone
areas.

and from the porphyry

The are deposits contain native gold partiolesl/32

thickness and 1/8 inches in width and length.

inches in

The gold is dark colored,

generally platey and open textured or spongy indicating its derivation
from a tellurideo
Corry, A. V., OPe cit., p. 3'7,38, and 41.
Dingman, 0 •. A., p. 25.
Freeman, H. C., The Ammon mines, Ee~gus County, Montana:: Eng. Min. Jour.,
vol. 59, p. 41'7,.189'5.
Freeman, o. W., vol. lO~,p~ 660, _19.1,7~) : :,::
..
~.
Lincoln, F. C., OPe cit., p. 409 and 410.
Weed, W. H., and Pireson, L.
Geology and mineral resources of the
Judith Mountains of Montana: U. S. Gaol. Survey, 18th .Annual Re..
port, Part nI, p. 613, 1896-189'7.
Mineral Resources.
Annual Reports of the Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry of Montana.

V.,

FL.A'lREA.D COUNTY

Chief Cliff Draw District
Chief Cliff Draw (Elmo) District, southwest of Kalispell, G. N. R. R.,
showed presence of gold in gravel tested in 1932.
The rocks of the district are essentially Algonkian sandstones, quartzites, and argillites covered in places by Q,uaternary alluvium.
Dingman, O. A., p. 25.
Lambert, G. S., OPe cit.

GALLATIN

COUNTY

West Gallatin District
The West Gallatin (Spring Hill) District, 32 miles southwest of Boze-

man,

C. M. and st. p. R. R. and N. P. R. R., has yielded gold reoently by

sluicing in West Fork of Gallatin River.
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The rocks of the district
Cretaceous

are essentially

~1rchean, Carboniferous,

in age and are oovered in places by Tertiary

and

volcanics.

The placer gold is 0.952 in fineness.

D·lngman', O. A., op, oit~, p. 25.
Lambert, G. S., OPe cit.
Mineral Resources.

GRANTTE COUNTY

*
Placer gold in the Garnet

Garnet District
(First Chance, Bear Gulch) District,

north

,"

ot Bearmouth,

N. P. R. R. and C, M. and St. P. R. R., was disoovered

in

1855.
The rocks o.f the district
intruded by granodiorite.

are essentially

and schistose.

extensive beds of limestone,
grenodiori te contact.

are quartzite

Above the quartzite

porphyry

is also shown near the

is believed

a larger mass of igneous rocks which underlie

and shale, both noticeand shale lie thick and

in which metamorphism

The granodiorite

Small dikes of light-gray

age

The oldest of these rocks, which occupy the sur-

face from First Chance Gulch eastward,
ably micaceous

of Be.t and Cambrian

to ~b e a small knob of

a large part of the regiono

have cut the sedimentary

rocks or have

been forced in along their bedding planes.

Lavas extruded upon eroded

surfaces of granodiorite

and old sediments

and the Cretaceous

areas east of Top o'Deep, in and near Bearmouth,
elsewhere.

Most of these lavas are andesite

tairly abundant

occupy large

and form small patches

or related rocks.

Rhyolite

is

and basalt unconmon.

The placer gold occurs in the recent gravels of Bear, Packer, Feal&n,
Tenmile, Klondike,

Secret, Deep, Cayuse, Gambler, Kearns,

First Chance, Elk, Bilk, Weasel, Barney,

and Williams

Chicken Run, Cave,

creeks and gulches.

The gravel is rr-om 30 to 40 teet deep.
Fork east of Missoula,
production

was a large and early contributor

of Montana.

It has produced

produced between $6,000,000
Deep Creek $3,000,000;

and $10,000,000;

and Williams

ings became connected,

Elk Creek has

Gulch $500,000;
Placer mining was

It is said that when the individual

one could walk 8 or 10 mi+.es underground

Creek and its main tributary,
Cl aJllls
. were restricted

ltd the placer

The pay streak was narrow but rich, and it was

situated for drifting.

have declined,

over $5,000,000.

and First Chance over $1,000,000.

at its height in 1867.
favorably

Bear Creek, an atfluent of Clark

work-

up Bear

Deep Creek, without once coming to ~urfaee.

to a length of 200 feet.

Since mining activities

some of the claims have been reworked from time to time and

new ground that was too lean or otherwise unsuited to early-day methods
been opened.
the millions

The total production
of dollars.

has

of placer gold is believed to run into

The distr-ict was very important and has been work-

ed more or less continuously.

The placers were the hydraulic

and drift

The drift placers running trom $10 per toot to $1,200 per foot.
Av-erage 1S
. ~50
(!..
per running foot.
Bear Creek is in particles
froIn.flakes to shot.
weights;

smaller tha.n wheat grains,

Nuggets

the heaViest reported

inter-grown

The bulk of the placer gold taken trom
and or various shapes

are :fairly numerous and are of various
weighed 32 ounces.

Some at the nuggets are

with quartz and most of the larger ones were tound near heads.

of the gulches, where also much of the gold is rough or ragged.
downstream the part.!eles average smaller and are generally
stiU

.
lrregular

and the particles

in Shape.

tribut ed as flakes,

smooth though

Most of Elk Creek gold is flat, almost flakey,

average somewhat

the bar at Bearmouth

Farther

smaller than in Bear Creek.

Except in

the gold along Clark Fork is sparsely but widely dis. and
some of them as broad as a pin head but so thln

light that the largest will hardly turn the most delicate balance.
less several hundred of them would be ~equired

to make one cent.

DoubtThe

gold of Bear and Elk Creeks is deep yellow and its surfaces varies from
bright to rusty the shade being significant

chiefly of length of time

particles may have lain in the gravel undisturbed,
ty of the gold does not range far from 0.900.
stream.

The fineness or puri-

The fineness

increases down-

Part of the gold is found in joints and cracks a foot or two deep

in bedrock, and remainder

is distributed

above, the gravel and gold-bearing

through a t~1n layer of gravel

bedroCk together forming the ~aystreakn.

Main pay streak in Bear Creek is in channels

OI'

lowest portion of the bed-

rock surfads and, although 50 feet or more wide is places, generally
not over 10 or 15 feet wide.

is

On top of it is 20 to 50 feet of overburden

that consists largely of detritus from the hillsides above, the separation
between the pay streak and the valueless material being as a rule rather
clean and sharp.

Along smaller tributaries

pay streak not so well defined, particularly

the overburden

is less and the

near the heads of the' gulches,

Where it commonly widens and grades into the hill talus or surface mantle
on each side.

Another pay streak similar to that described

it is not oontinuous

exoept that

is found in bars along both sides of Bear Creek 50 to

100 feet above the stream.

Elk Creek pay streak simular to that in

Creek except that it is less deeply buried and not SO well defined.

Bear
Ba:z;s

are extensive along the west side of stream in vicinity of SUnset, but are
not known upstream.

Along Bear Creek a few lean spots were found in pay

streaks and in places the gravel yielded as much as $1,000 a cubic yard.
The average is $:30 a cubic yard.

Elk Creek is not so rich on the average but there are placers particularly in its tributary gulches,

comparable

to Bear Creek~

Sunset were fairly rich and a'body of washable
neath the flat valley of Ell;: Creek.
less continuous~y,
hydraulic

graveliis

']he bars near

thought to be be-

The district has been wo,rked more or

the placer being mainly the drift type and much less the

type.

Placer mining along Bear Creek and its branches has declined to a comparatively

insignificant

stage, although

be revived somewhat by hydraulic
open-cut mining

there is a possibility

or open-cut mining.

is done; there is considerable

that it may

.On Elk Creek some

unworked ground remaining,

and along the flat part of this stream near Sunset and fairly large area
may be prove to be w.orth dredging.
The distribution

of the gold aeaves no room for doubt except as to

Fealan and Tenmile Oreek that the placer gold came from the quartz lodes in
the Garnet and adjoining

districts.

Dingman, O••
, 01'. ct t , , p. 26.
Pardee, J. T., Ore deposi ts of the northwestern part of the Garnet Range ,
.Montana:
U. S. Geol. Survey, Bull. 660, Plate IT, p. 159-161,
165-.69, 171-174, and 231-239, 1917.
Pardee, J. T., and Schrader, F. C., 01'. cit., p. 12-13.
Pearce, R., Remarks on a gold.nugget from Montena:
Froc. Colo. Sci. Soc.
vol. VI, p. 158, 1897-1900.
Rowe, J. P., History and geology of the Garnet District, Montana:
Min.
World, vol. 33, p. 703, 704, 705, 1910.
1lineral Resources •
.Annual RepC?rts of the Bureau of .~riculture, Labor, and Industry of IVIon~am.
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*

GOLD CREEK DISTRICT

Placer gold in the Gold Creek (southwest
'Pioneer District'

extension

of Powell County) District,

of Gold Creek

12 miles southwest

Creek, C. M. and St. P. R. R. and N. P. R. R., was dlscoverAd
The rocks of the district
Cretaceous

sediments

are essentially

sediments.

of Gold Creek is covered by Quaternary

in the sixties.

Carboniferous,

intruded by Tertiary biotite granite.

tiary basic sills intrude the upper Cretaceous
the both branches

jurassic,

of Gold

Probable

and

Ter-

The valley of
glacial moraines

and alluvium.
The placer gold occurs above the junction of North Gold Creek with
Gold Creek.
weighing

The gold is coarse, the size of number. 8 shot, the nuggets

about 10 ounces.

The gold is worth $16 to $17 per ounce.

Tlle

dirt contains about 40 cents per cubic yard in gold •• The richest

dirt is

at bedrock, which is as a rule comparatively

deposits

of the Philipsburg
Yielded
gravels.

As a rule the material

move and the profits

The total production

The placer

Q.uadrangle, the Gold Creek placer being one, have

less than $2,000,000. The deposits

fairly continuously

regular.

are stream gravels

is so coarse that it is expensive

of operation

are small.

has not been asoertained.

to re-

The deposit has been worked

and has been en lm;portant produoer

Qraulic type and averaged

and glacial

of plaoer gold.

The placers were the hy-

10 oents per pan or 1/2 a cent per pound of

earth.
The placer

deposits originated

With the igneous intrusive

Calkins, F.

e.,

Dingman, O ••

,

from the auriferous

lodes associated

near the southern part of the district.

and Emmons,
• H., 01'. cit., p. 24-25, 1915.
OPe cit., p. 26.

-39-

Emmons, W. H., OPe cit., p. 33-35.
Emmons, W. H., and Calkins, F. C., OPe cit., p. 2g-32 , 153, 154,163,
and 263, Plute I.
Rowe, ~. P., Gold-dredging operations in Montana: Min. World, vol.33,
p. 347, 1910.
Mineral Resources.
Annual Reports of the Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry of Montana.

* Henderson

District

Placer gold in the Henderson IQstrict, southwest of Stone, N~ P. Ro R.,
Was discovered in 1866.
The rocks of the district are essentially Algonkian sandstones, shales,
and limestones intruded by Tertiary granodior1te.

~uarternary alluvium

and Tertiar1 volcanic ash are also found.
The placer gold occurs in the Q.u~ternary alluvium of Henderson Gulch.
The gold is of high degree in purity and occurs mainly as a fine dust v.ti:l.th
small nuggets weighing up to 1/4 ounce.
produced

300,000 in placer gold.

Prior to 1870 the district had

It has yielded over $1,000,000 in gold

by hYdrauiic and dredging methods from stream and bar gravels.

The deposit

has been worked fairly continuously.
The placer gold has been derived fram the deposits of Sunrise and
Henderson mountains and has been washed down from these deposits in the
Coarse of the denudation of the co~try.
eiUkins, F. C., and Emmons,

• H., OPe cit., p. 24~25.

Dillgman, 00 A., OPe cit., p. 26.

-ons,
-ons,

• H.;

p. 33-35.

W. H., and Calkins, F. C., OPe oit., p. 29-32, 153, 154, 163, and
263, Plate I.

neral Resources.
Annual Reports of the Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry of MOntana.
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Philipsburg
The Philipsburg
It is primarily

District

District, N. P. R. R., has been a small producer.

a silver c~p.

The greater portion is composed o,f sedimentary
f'rom Algonkii.anto Cretaceous
granite porphyry

in age.

of' Tertiary age.

rocks which range

These are intruded by granite or

~uaternary

The placer deposits of' the Philipsburg

deposits occur prominently.

~uadran~l~,

placers included, have yielded less than $2,000,000.
stream gravels and glacial gravels.
that it is expensive

The deposits are

As a rule the material

to remove and the profits of operation

The deposit has been worked very intermittant~.
has not been ascertained.

is so ooarse
are ~ll.

1}he total production

The placers were the hydraulic

The placer deposits originated
lOdes associated

Philipsburg

,type.

fram the gold-bearing,argentif'erous

with the igneous intrusives

east of'Philipsburg.

Calkins,
Dingman,
Emmons,
Emmons,

F. C., and Emmons,
• H., OPe cit., p. 24-25.
O. A., OPe cit., p. 26.
N. H., p. 33-35.
W. H., and Calkins, F. C., OPe cit., p. 29-32, 153, 154, 163, and
263, Plate I.
Miner~l Resourees.
Annual Reports of the Bureau of
riculture, Labor, and Industry of'MOntana.

* Princeton
The Princeton
of Philipsburg,

District

(South Boulder, Maxville)

D~strict

N. P. R. R.

The greater portion is composed of sedimentary
from Algonkian
granite porp~

is 17 miles northeast

to Cretaceous

in age.

of Tertiary age.

rocks which range

These are intruded by granite or

~u.ternary

-111-

deposits

occur prominently.

The placer deposits of the Philipsburg

quadrangle,

included, have yielded less than $2,000,000.
gravels and glacial gravels.
is expensive

is coarse and 0.81'7 in fineness.
South Boulder, Little
Overburden

and Wilson gulches

The gold
and Boulder,

Gold, and Big Spring Creeks are the producers.

is 20 feet or more, the gold being in the bedrock.

were the drift and hydraulic
mittantly

is so coarse that it

of operation are small.

Princeton

placers

1'b.edeposits are stream

As a rule the material

to remove and the profits

Princeton

types.

and, the total production

The placer deposits originated
with the igneous intrusives

The

The placers

The district has been worked interhas not been ascertained.
from the gold-bearing

lodes associated

in the southern part of the distfict.

Calkins, F. C., and Emmons,
• H., p. 24-25.
Dingman, O. A., Op. cit., p. 26.
ErnID.ons,
ti. H., OPe cit., p , 33-35,
:Emmons, 1. H., and Calkins, F. C., op , cit., p , 29-32, 103, 154, 163, and
263. and 264, Plate I.
Mineral Resources.
Annual Reports of the Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry of Montana,

* Rock

Creek District

Placer gold in the Rock Creek District,
N. P. R. R., was discovered

in 18'70.

The rocks of the District
quartzites,
volcanics

and argillites

10 miles west of Philipsburg,

are e~sentiallY

Algonkian

shales, limestones,

intruded by Tertiary quartz monzonite.

Tertiary

and lake beds also crop out •.

The placers were the hydraulic

type.

The yearly pr-oductaon varies

from a few hundred dollars to $'7,000 or more.

The gold occurs in the re-

cent gravel of Rock Creek, Alder, Basin, Eureka, and Stingle gulches.
Dingman,
Lambert,

O.

A.,
G. S.,

OPe

OPe

cit.,
cit.

P.

26.
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.Annual Reports of the Bureau of ..Agriculture, Labor, and Industry of Montana.

* Welcome

Creek District

Placer gold in the Welcome Creek District,

12 miles west of ~uigley,

or 25 miles southwest 01' Bonita, N. P. R. R., was discovered
The rocks are essentially Algonkian
and argillites

quartzite,

in 1891.

shales, limestones,

intruded by Tertiary quantz monzonite.

The bedrock is

shale for the most part , with here and there granite intrusions.
The district has yielded over $30,000 from the bar and stregm gravels of Welcome Creek.

The gold is associated

ti t e , and limoni te than usual.
is of two colors:

with more magnetite,

The gold averages $18.50 per' ounce.

a dull yellow and a light yellow.

claim that the different

type.

It

The p~acer miners

co+ors are due to their coming down different

creeks \~ich meet just above the present workings.
hydraulic

hema-

The gravel is 20 feet deep.

The placers were the

The district has been work-

ed intermittentlyo
The gold probably came trom the gold-bearing

lodes closely associat-

ed with the quartz monzonite.
Dingman, 6. A., OPe cit., p. 26.
Lambert, G. S., OPe cit.
Rowe, J. P., Placer mining operations in lestern Montana:
Min. World, volo
34, po 877, 1911,.
Mineral Resources.
lnnua1 Reports of the Bur-eau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry of Montana.

JEE'FERSON COUNTY

* Basin
Placer gold in the Basin
on Basin, Cataract,

District

(Cataract, Comet) District was discovered

Jack, Lowland,

Overland, Bernice, and Rocker creeks.
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The district
batholith.

is underlain

'chiefly by quar-tz monzonite

of the Boulder

In the western part is a large area or Tertiary

the northern

part are smaller areas of late Cretaceous

zonite intrudes the andesite
and both the andesite

andesite.

and is overlain unconformably

and the monzonite

dacite, and in
The mon-

by dacite flows,

are cut: by dikes of dacite and

rbyoli tee
The placer gold occurs in the recent gravel of certain mountain
closely associated

with gold-bearing

lodes.

The district has not been im-

port ant and has been worked intermittently.
the Boulder district, between
the hydraulic

type.

The total production

including

1864 and 1928 is $48,000~ 'l'heplacers

.llthough the placer deposits

the bedrock and working

were

of the greater' Helena

Illiningregion were largely exhausted by 1875, a little mining,
mostly of reclaiming

streams

small remnants

consisting

ot gravel; aaa

been done nearly every year.
The gold originated

from the gold-bearing

monzonite,

tissure veins and those in Lowland

originated

:from the dacite and rhyolite.

Billingsley,

Dingman, O ••

veins related

to the q_uartz

Creek, are thought to have

Paul, and ~imes,

J. A., OPe cit., p. 663, and 680.
, OPe Cit., p. 26.

lUJ.opf, ., Ore deposits of the Helena Mining region, Montana:
U. S. Gaol.
Survey, Bull. 527, p. 19, 43, 54, and 120, 1913.
Pardee, J. T., and Schrader, E. C., OPe cit., p. 3-6, 11-22, 28, 183-200,
286-287, 297, and 299.
r~naral Resources.
Annual Reports of the Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry of Montane:.

,

BOULDER DISTRICT
Placer gold in the Boulder District,
BoUlder Creek and Galena,
The district
batholith.

Vilson, and Boomerang

is underlain

In the western

G. N. R. R., was discovered on
Gulches.

chiefly by quartz monzonite

part is a large area of Tertiary

-44-

of the Boulder
dacite, and in

northern part are smaller areas of late Cretaceous

ande~ite.

ite intrudes the andesite and is overlain unconformably
and both the andesite and the monzonite
rhyolite.

The monzon-

by dacite flows,

are cut by dikes of daoite and

.

The placer gold occurs in the recent gravel of certain 'mountain streemB'
closely associated wi t,h gold-bearing

lodes.

portant and has been worked 1ntertantly.

The district has not been im-

The total production

the Basin district, between 1864 and 1928 is $48,000.
hydraulic

type.

Although

including

~he placers were the

the placer deposita of the greater Helena mining

region were largely exhausted by 1875; a little mining,

consisting mostly

the bedrock and working small remnants at gravel has been

of reclaiming

done nearly every year.
The gold originated

from the gold-bearing

veins of aplite source.

These are found several hundred feet above the granite contact.
Billingsl~y, Paul, and Grimes,·J. A., p. 663.
Dingman, 0 •• , OPe cit., p. 26.
Knopf, A~, OPe cit., p. 19, 43, 54, and 120.
Pardee, J. T., and Schrader, F. C., OPe Cit., p. 3~6, 11-22~ 28, 183-200,
286, 287, 297, and 299.
Mineral Resources.
Annual Reports of the Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry of Montana.

Buffalo District
Placer gold in the Buffalo District, 8 miles west at Clancy, G. N. B. R.,
Was discovered

at the head of Buffalo Guach •

.The district is underlain
batholi the

chiefly by quartz monzonite

of the Boulder

On the southern side of the head of Buffalo Gulc'h is a small

area of lava composed, of Tertiary rAu0lite.

The placer gold occurs in the recent gravel at the head of Buffalo
Gulch closely associated

with gold-bearing

lodes.

It has. yielded

a moder-

ate amoillltof placer gold (including Washington

and Jefferson gulches),

most of which has been produced prior to 1890.

Since then placer mining

has been done in a small way in places.
duction has been reported.
The gold originated

In last 20 years a small pro-

The placers were the hydraulic
from the gold-bearing

type.

veins related

to the quartz

monzonite.
Dingman, O. A., OPe cit., p. 26.
Knopf, A., oPe cit., p. 19, 43, and 54,
Pardee, J. T., and Schrader, F. C., OPe cit., p 3-6, 11-22, 28, 114 and
183-200.
Mineral Resources.
Annual Reports of the Bureau of .Agriculture, Laa,
IIrdrrstry-ofMontana.

Colorado Di strict,
Placer gold in the Colorado

(Corbin, Gregory, Wickes) District,

and Wickes, G. N. R. R., was discovered

Cor'b1n

on Lost Cabin Gulch, 7 miles north-

west of Wickes.
The dominant rock of the Wickes District is quartz monzonite,
the east and west there are large areas of andesites
metamorphosed

truded by aplite.

which were invaded and

In turn the quartz monzonite

by the intrusive mass.

put on

After these rocks bad been considerably

was in-

eroded, rhyolites

and dacites were extruded.
The placer gold occurs in the recent gravel of Lost Cabin Gulch olosely associated

vdth gold-bearing

lodes.

and has been worked intermi ttantly.
The placers were the hydraulic

type.

The district has not been important

'.Phetotal product.ion has been $25,000.
Although

the placer deposits

greater Helena mining region were largely exhausted
')

.;

of the

by 1875, a little min-

iug consisting mostly of reclaiming
of gravel, has been done nearly
The gold originated
quartz monzonite

the bedrock and working

every year.

from the gold-bearing

or aplite.

small remnants

quartz veins related

to the

The veins related to the aplite are found

several hundred feet above the granite

contact.

Billingsley, Paul, and Grimes, J. A., OPe cit., p. 663.
P1ngman, O. A., OPe Cit., ~. 27.
Knopf"A.,
OPe cit., p. 19, 43, 54, 107-120, and 113.
Pardee, J. T., and Schrader, E. e., op, cit., p. 3-6, 11-22, 28, 183-200,
232, 234, and 235.
Winchell, H. V., and l1nchell, A. N., Notes on the Blue Bird :Mine; Econ.
Gaol., vol. 7, po 287-288, 1912.
MQneral Resources.
~U1nual Reports of the Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry of Montana.

Golconda District
Placer gold in the Golconda District,
was discovered

south of Jefferson

in 1858 on Golconda, Prickly Pear and 1ilson Creeks.

The rocks of the district are chiefly quartz monzonite
latite flows.

City, G. N. R. ~,

Tertiary

rhyolite

and andesite-

also crops out.

The placer gold occurs in the recent gravel of certain mountain
closely associated

with gold-bearing

and has been worked interm.1ttantly.
certained.

lodes.

The district was not important

The total production

The placers werethe hydraulic

streams

type.

Although

has not been asthe placer de-

posits of the greater Helena mining region were largely exhausted by 1875,
a little mining,
small remnants

consisting mostly of reclaiming

of gravel, has heen done nearly every year~

The gold originated
monzonite.

the bedrock and working

from the gold-bearing

quartz veins in the quartz

These veins contain 0.40 ounces of gold per ton.
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Djngman', O. A., OPe cit., p. 2'7.
!Ul.opf,A., oPe cit~, p. 19, 43, and 540
Pardee, J. T., and Schrader, F. C., OPe cit., P. 3-6, 11-22, 28, and 183200.
Stone, R. W., opl, cit., p. 76 and 78.
}~neral Resources.
Annual Reports of Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry.

Homestake
Placer gold in the Homestake
on Homestake

and Pipestone

The bedrock

District

District,

N. P. R. R., was discovered

Creeks.

of the district is chiefly quartz monzonite.

Placer gold occurs in recent gravel associated
The district

is not important

and is worked intermittently.

duction has not been, ascertained
hydraulic

and drift types.

The gold originated

with gold-bearing

but is not large.

The gold averages

from the gold-bearing

lodes.

'lfuetotal pro-

The placers were the

0.903 in f'in@ess.
veins in the quartz monzon-

ite.
Dingman; O. A., OPe Cit., p. 27.
Pardee, J. T., and Schrader, F. C., OPe cit., Plate I,1,933'.
Mineral Resouncea,
Annual Reports of the Bureau of .Agriculture, Labor, and Industry

of .Montana.

Lump Gulch District
Placer gold in the Lump Gulch (Clancy) District, Clancy, G. N. H. H.,
.
was discovered about 1865 on Lump Gulch and in Clancy Creek.
The prevailing
lith.

rock is typical quartz monzonite

With it is a notewo~thy

abundance

of the Boulder batho-

of aplite in dikes and larg~ mass-

ea , some of which attain an area of several square miles.
Pegmati te and grani te porphyry
considerable

quantity

also are common;

east and northeast

dikes ot daoite have been noted.

-4B-

Intrusions

Rhyoli t es are present

of Clanoy.

of
in

West of Clancy a few

i

The placer gold occurs in the recent gravel of certain mountain
streams closely 'associated with gold-bearing lodes.

The district was

fairly important, but it has been worked intermittantly.
produotion, 1864-1928, has been $113,000.
and drift types.

The total

The placers ~ere the hydraulic

Although the placer dePosits of the greater Helena min-

lng region were largely exhausted by 1875, a little mining, consisting
mostly of reclaiming the b~drock and wrking

small renmants of gravel, has

been done nearly every year.
The gold originated from the gold-bearing quartz veins in quartz
monzonite.
Dingman, O. ., OPe cit., p. 27.
Enopf, A., OPe cit., p. 19, 43, 102, 103, and 54,
Pardee, J. T., and Schrader, F. C., OPe cit., p. 3-6, 11-22, 28, 183-200,
and 227-230.
Mineral Resources.
Annual Reports of the Bureau of Agri culture, Labor, and Industry of !\.fun
ta:m_

McClellan Creek District
Placer gold in the McClellan Creek District, 5milea

south of East

Helena, N. P. R. R., was discovered on McClellan, Prickly Pear, and Mitchell Creeks.
The rocks of the district are chiefly quartz monzonite and andesitelatite flows.

A small section of

sediments of Algonkian, Cambrian,

Devonian, and Car~oniferous ages crop out along Prickly Pear Creek above
Montana City.

Q.u~ternary alluvium and Tertiary rhyolite and alluvium

also crop out.
The plaCer gold occurs in the recent gravel of certain mountain
streams associated with gold-bearing lodes.

The district was fairly tm-

portant but has been worked intermittantly.

The total produotion has not

been ascertained.

The placers were the hydraulio,

The gold in Mitchell
MoClellan

drift, and dredge types.

Creek averaged 0.870 in fineness

Creek averaged 0.854 in fineness.

At Montana

machine was operated, but due to imperfect methods.
was small.

Although

and the gold in
City, a dredging

of work, the recovery

the placer deposits of the greater Helena mining

region were largely exhausted b'y 1875 a little mining
ing the bedrock and working

small remnants

consisting

01: reclaim-

of gravel, has been done nearly

every year.
The gold originated

from the gold-bearing

quartz veins in quartz mon-

zonite.
Dingman, O. A., OPe cit., p. 2,7.
Knopf, A., OPe cit., p. 19, 43, 54.
Pardee, ~. T., and Schrader, F. C., OPe cit., p. 3~5, 11-22, 28, 183-200.
Stone, R_ W.,op. Cit., 76 and 78.
Mineral Resources.
'
Annual Reports of the Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry of Mont;am'.

Warm Springs Di strict
Placer gold in the Warm Springs District,
discovered

.Alhambra, G. N. R. R., was

about 1865 on Warm Sppings Creek.

The bedrook of the district
'Boulder tiatholith.

is essentially

Tertiary rhyolite

quartz monzonite

of the

also crops out in small patches.

The placer gold occurs in the recent gravel of certain mountain
olosely associated
and has been worked
certained.

with gold-bearing
intermittantly.

lodes.

The district was not important

The total production

The placers were the hydraulic

type.

.~though

has not been asthe placer

posits of the greater Helena mining region were largely exhausted
a little mining
remnants

conil£sting mostly

of reclaiming

de-

by 1875,

the bedrock and working

of gravel, has been done nearly every year.

-50-

stre~ns

small

The gold is thought to have originated

from the gold-bearing

quartz

veins related to the rhyolite.

Dingman,o. A.,

opl cit., p. 27.
Knopf, A., OPe cit., p. 19, 43, 54, and 103.
Pardee, J. T., and Schrader, F. C., OPe Cit., p. 3-6, 11-22, 28, and 183200,
StOne, R. W.,op. cit., p , 76'; !7S:atr.d
87.
Mineral Resources.
Annual Reports of the Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry of Montana.

Whitehall

District

Placer gold in the IVhiteha11 District,

northeast

of Whitehall,

N. P •

..

R. R. and C. M. and St. P. R. R. , was .discovered in Little Pipestone

Creek

and on Jefferson River near Cardwell.
The rocks of the district

to the west of ffuiteha11 are essentially

Tertiary alluvium

and lake beds up to the quartz monzonite

east of Whitehall

the rocks are essentially

Paleozoic

and Mesozoic

The placers

sediments

and has been worked intermi.ttantly.
certained.

To the

complexly folded and faulted

locally intruded by

occur in recent gravel.

area.

syenitic masses.

The district was never important

The total prod,uction has not been as-

The placers were the hydraulic

The placer gold in the Little Pipestone

and drift types.
Creek probably

the go[d -bearing quartz .veins of the quartz monzonite.
placer gold on the Jefferson River near Cardwell

originated

from

The origin of the

is not known.

Billingsley, Paul, and Grimes, J. A., OPe cit., O. 657.
Dingman, O. A., OPe cit., p. 27.
knopf, A., OPe cit., p. 19, 43,and 54.
Pardee, J. T., and Schrader, F. C., OPe Cit., p. 3-0., 11-22, 28, and 183-200.
Winchell,
• N., oPe cit., p. 97 and 98.
l~neral Resources.
Annual Reports of the Bureau of .Agriculture, Labor, and Industry of Monta.xm.
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JUDITH BASIN COUNTY
Bunning

Wolf and Yogo Districts

Placer gold in the Running Wolf District,
ford, G. N. R. R., was discovered
the Yogo district,

14 miles

southwest of stan-

on Running Wolf Creek; and placer gold in

25 miles southwest of Hobson, G. N. R. R., was discover-

ed in 1879 on Yogo Creek.
The rocks are essentially

Paleozoic

and Belt formations

north flank of the Little Belt Mountains

folded on the

and intruded by syentte masses~

Igneous dikes are also numerous.
The placer gold occurs sparingly
streams.
lye

The districts

in recent gravel of certain mountain

are not important

The total production

placers were the hydraulic

and have been worked intermittant-

has not been ascertained
type.

but is very smallo

The

The gold is bright and clean, without

quartz, rather rough, and in flattish grains, no scale gold being noticed.
There is placer gold in the Little Belts.near
creeks draining

in other

this area.

The gold is believed
The ore deposits

Yogo and probably

to be related

in the Belt Mountains

to the igneous intrusions
are replacement

deposits,

and di~es.
occurring

in ~he traa~ute plane~ of the limestone.
Dingman, O. A., OPe cit., p. 27.
Freeman, 01 W.,op. Cit., p. 660.
~erry, E. S. ,. Oral Communi cation.
i1eed,
• H., OPe cit., p , 317, 401, 447, : .
Mineral Resources.
annual Reports of the Bureau of Agriculture"Labor,
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and Industry

of Montana.
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LEWIS .AND CLARK JCOllITY
Bear Gulch District
Placer gold in the Bear Gulch District,
G. N. R. R. and N. P. R. R., was discovered

10 miles

in Tenmile and Bear Gulches.

The rocks of the distric~ are essentially
shale, sandstone, and limestone
batholith.

Andesite

southwest of Helena,

Jurassic and Cretaceous

intruded by quartz monzonite

and latite flows of late Cretaceous

of' the Boulder

or early Tertiary

age also crop out.
Placer gold oocurs in the recent gravel of Bear Gulch closely assQciated with gold-bearing
worked intermittantly.
is not large.

lodes.

The district was not important

The total production

has not been ascertained

The placers were the hydraulic

type.

Although

deposits were largely exhausted by 1875, a little mining,
ly of reclaiming

and has been

the bedrock and working small renmants

but

the placer

consisting most-

of gravel, has been

done in several districts near~y every year.
The placer gold probably

originated

from the gold-bearing

quartz

veins in the quartz monzonite.
Dingman', O. A.., op , cit., p. 27.
Knopf,
., OPe cit., p. 19, 43, 54.
Pardee,
T., and Schrader, F. C., op , cit., 3-.6, 11-22, 28, ;:t.83-200.
Mineral Resources.
Anuual Reports of the Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry of Montana.

J.:

Greenhorn District
Placer gold in the Greenhorn
was cliscovered along Sevenmile
The district is underlain

(A.ustin) District,

.R.,

Creek and its tributaries.
chiefly by shales and limestones

the upper part of the Belt series; quartZite,
brian and Devonian

Austin, N. P.R •

shale, and limestone

age; and the Madison limestone,

-53..

composing
of Cam-

of early N1ssissippian

age.

~ll of these formations are intruded and extensively metamorphosed

by the quartz monzonite or the Boulder batholi tn.

In places they also are

intruded by a basic andesite and by rhyolite.
The placer gold occurs in the recent gravel along certain mountain
, streams closely assooiated with gold-bearing lodes.
Sevenmile Creek and its
of 12 miles or more.

tributaries

Placer deposi ts along

have been mined to an aggregate length

Records of placer production are not available,

from the ,extent and reported richness or deposits,
total

yield of placer gold was at least

drift

and hydraulic types.

it is estimated that the

$1,200,000.

The placers were the

The gold ranges from 0.773 to 0.856 in fineness.

The placer deposits in the district

are said to have been very producti~e

in the early days, Sevenmile Creek almost throughout its
for its rich gravel.

but

length being noted

Considerable workable ground is said to st,ill

remain.

The placer gold probably originated from the gold-bearing quartz veins
in the quartz monzonite and from the disseminated pyrite
intrusive

dikes ofrhyolite~

in the fine-grained

The low grade gold of the rhyolite

origin

can be d1stingui shed :fromthe high gJ;'adegold of the quartz monzonite origin
in the placers.

The low grade gold averages from $7 to $11 per ounce, While

the high grade gold averages from $16 to ~18 per ounce.
Billingsley, Paul, and Grim~s, J". A., OPe cit., p. 678 and, 679.
Dingman,O. A" OPe cit., p. 27.
tnop1", A., PPo cit., p. 19, 43, and 54.
Pardee, J". T., and Schrader, F. C., ope cit., p. 3-6, 11-22, 28, 59, 60,62,
""
' 183-200.
luneTal Resources.
AnnUalReports of the Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry of 11Jon
tana.
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Helena District
Placer gold in the Helena
was discovered

(Park, Spring Hill, and Unionville)

District

on July 14, 1864.

The rocks of the district are mainly limestones.
or their metamorphio

equivalents,

such as marble.

shales, and sandstones

hornfels, a.nd quartzite.

They are folded and faulted and along the south and west have been intruded
by the quartz monzonite

of the Boulder batholith.

The placer gold occurs in the recent gravels,ancient

channels, and bars

of Last Chance, Grizzly, Skelly, and Nelson Gulches and Silver and Prickly
Pear Creeks closely associated with gold-bearing
quartz monzonite
very important,
production,
$16,000,000;

quartz fissure veins in

and contact deposits in limestone.
but has been worked intermittantly

The district has been
since,1875.

The total

as given by various sources, varies between,$lO,OOO,OOO
the bulk of whichllwas produced before 1868.

about $17 per ounce.

and

The gold runs

The gravel varies from 40 to 50 feet in depth and

Yields on the average from 50¢ to $1 per pan.

Some yielded as high as $8

per pan While other only yielded 20¢ per pan.

The placers were the hydraul-

io and dredge types.
The gold appears to have originated
veins in quartz monzonite

from the gold-bearing

quartz fissure

and from the contact deposits in limestone.

Billingsley, Paul, and Grimes, J. A., OPe cit., p. 654 and 657.
Dingman, O. A., OPe cit., p. 27.
Goodale, C. W., The Drumlummon mine, Marysville. Montana:
Trans. A. I. M. E.,
vol. 49. p. 259. 1914.
Knopf, A., OPe cit., p. 15, 19, 43, 54, and 86.
MacKnight, J. A., M1ne~ of Montana: p. 57, 1892.
Pardee, J. T., and Schrader, F. C., OPe Cit., p. 3-6. 11-22, 28, 59, 60, 62,
183-200, and 292.207.
Rowe. J. P., OPe cit., p , 547.
Mineral Resources.
Annual Reports of the 3ureau of Agriculture, Labor. and Industry of lhontana.
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* LINCOLN

DISTRICT

Placer gold in the Lincoln District,
was discovered

in Sauerkraut,

gulches about 1865.

Lincoln,

26 miles north or Avon, N. P. R. R.,

Seven Up Pete, McClellan,

Arrastre, Lincoln,

Stonewall,

aIlq, other

Seven Up Pete, and Poor-

man Creeks are said to offer possibilities.
The rocks of the district are essentially
quartZites,

and shales with a small quartz monzonite

of McClellan
tensively

Belt argillites,

Gulch.

intrusion at the head

The valleys to the north of the Blackfoot

covered with glacial drift of

uaternary

River, itself, is covered with Quaternary

Placer deposits that were mined in McClellan

River are ex-

age while the valleys to

the south contain glacial drift only at their mouths.
Blackfoot

limestones,

The valley of the

alluvium.

Gulch between 1864 and

1875 are estimated by persons familiar with the region to have yielded
7,000,000 in gOldo

The deposits were very rich, a single pan (two shovel-

fuls) of gravel being said to have yielded $500.
profitably

reworked,

in places as many as two or three times.

gold nugget weighing 57 ounces, worth
worked by drifting.
worth

foUnd in the gulch was

since 1875 is not known.

may be seen in McOlellan

In 1927 a

'1,026 was found in ground previously

The largest nugget previously

'700. The total production

glaciation

Since 1875 they have been

Gulch.

No evident

Pay streaks were found in

buried channels at two levels, a lower or "gulch" channel and a higher or
"bar" channel.

The gold occurs mostly in grains the size of wheat or larger,

and many nuggets have been found.

Irhe value of the gold is $18 per ounce.

Source of the gold probably was the low grade gold-bearing
at the head of the gulch.
The pla~er deposits
a moderate

The placers were the hydraulic
in Sauerkraut

amount of gold.

Gulch are reported

quartz lodes
and drift types.
to have yielded

Gold is confined to a moderately

-56-

coarse gravel

found on the higher parts ot the bedrock
channel containing ve~

surface.

The lower part is a

coarse gravel but no gold.

The placers were .the

hydraulic and drift types.
Lincoln Gulch was one of the richer of the gulches mined during the
early days.

In 1871 the district

work had practically

ceased.

started declining.

During a period of several years, beginning

in 1904, some of the undrained

gravel in the lower part of the gulch was

mined through shafts and a long tunnel.
was active in 1932, 1933, and 1934.
yielded

7,000,000.

It was not active in 1926 , but

A stretch of gulch 7,400 feet long

The pay streak was from 50 to 300 feet wide and aver-

aged '375 per set of timbers
high as $2,400.

(4 ft. x 4 ft. x 10 ft.).

Some sets ran as

The gold is unusually pure and sells for $19 per ounce.

Most of it occurred as the fine particles
rare.

A few years later

called "dust".

Nuggets were

The source of the gold was probably the lodes that existed in forma-

tions worn away during erosion of the gulch.

A diorite dike that crops

out on the west side of the gulch is accompanied
gold ore, $2.20 to $3 per ton.

by a deposit of low-grade

The placers were the hydraulic,

drift, and

dredge types.
From the above three paragraphs

gravel.

The association

exception of McClellan

with gold-bearing

lodes is not known with the

Gulch, which seems t,o show that the gold originated

from the low-grade gold-bearing
total production

the placer gold occurs in recent

quartz lodes at the head of the guleh.

has not been ascertained

but is of a large value.

The

Thedis-

trlct was very important but has been worked intermi ttantly s:ince 1875.
The placers were the hydraulic,

drift, and dredge types.

The gold averaged

0.914 in fineness.
Dmgmen. O. A., OPe cit., p , 27.
Knopf, A., Ope cit., p. 19, 43, and 54.
Pardee, J. T., and Schrader, F. C., OPe oit., p. 306, 11-22, 28, l14-ll8~8S-200

Mineral Resources.
Annual Reports of the Bureau of .Agriculture, Labor, and Industry of Mont8lla.

Marysville

District

Placer gold in the Marysville
was discovered

(Ottawa, Bald Butte) Dis,tric:t,N. P, R. R.,

in the early seventies on Silver, Trinity, Uncle Ben and

Pregan gulches.
The distDict has a central mass of coarse-gr~ed
posed for a length of 2"~ miles by erasion,
gillaceous

sandstones

surrounded by thin, bedded ar-

and slatey shales which, near the contact have been

altered to hornstones.
Widespread

The sedimentary

rocks belong to the Belt groupo

but small basic and intermediate

at the close of Cretaceous
diorite mass is believed
Boulder batholith

quartz diorite, ex-

sheets and dikes were injected

or the opening of Tertiary
to be only an insignificant

which lies a short distance

time,

The quartz

outlier of the greater

to the south.

The placer gold occurs in the recent gravel of certain mountain
streams closely associated
portant.

with' gold-bearing

The placers were very rich.

fissure veins related

The district,.1hassbeen worked.

The gold was ~ound in fairly large nugget.s and

Was sold in Helena for jewelry.
The gold probably

The district was im-

The Silver Creek placers produced

s.?3,000,000. The gold averaged $14 per ounce.
intermi ttantly since 1875.

lodes.

originated

The placers were the hydraulic
fram the rich contact deposits

tYl?e.
and quantz

to the quartz diorite.

Billingsley, Paul, and Grimes, ~. A., OPe cit., P. 65? and 658.
Barrell, ~., Geology of the Marysville Mining Di stri ct , Montana:
Geol. Survey, Prof. Paper 57, 178, PP. 1907.
Dingman, O. A., OPe Cit., p. 27.
Goodale, C. W., OPe Cit., p. 259.
Knopf, A., OPe cit., p. 19, 43, 54, and 61-76.

U. S.

Lincoln, F. C., OPe cit., p. 408-409.
Pardee, J. T., and Schrader, F'. C., Ope cit., p , 3-6, ll-22 , 28, 183-200.
Weed, 'iT. H., Gold Mines of the Marysville District, Montana: U. S.
Geol. Survey Bull. 213, pp. 88-89,. 1902.
Mineral Resources •
.Annual R~orts of the Bureau or Agriculture, Labor, and Industry of Montana.

* ~~pie

Gulch District

Placer gold in the Magpie Gulch District,
N. P. R. R. and G. N. R. R., was discovered
and tributaries

along Magpie and Cave Gulches

in 1866.

Rocks of the district are essentially
formations

of the Belt series.

tain frontf om ~'ta
age consisting

(6 miles east of Helena,

by rocks of PaleoZOic

and shales.

These rest uncon-

Igneous rocks are widely but ra~her spar-

through the district.

s~ocks, and surface flows.
early Tertiary.

is underlain

limestones,

fomrably upon the Belt series.
ingly distributed

A strip about a mile wide along the moun-

Gulch northwest

of' quartzites,

shaly, slaty, and calcareous

These include sills, dikes, small

The sills are p obably late Cretaceous

Some of the dikes are early Tertiary,

or

and some may be later.

Stocks may be as late as Oligocene.
More than 40 years ago considerable
Gulch along a stretch

just. above the gorge and in addi tion a strip 1/2 mile

long in Bar Gulch, a tributary
through open cuts.

and a smal.ltterrace at its mouth were mined

In ,1911-1914 a pit about 1/2 mile long was made by

dredging the creek about
tains.

2 miles below point at which it leaves the moun-

A strip 350 yards long produced

65 and 70 feet deep.
Gulch has yielded

drift mining was done in Magpie

$30,000.

$150,000 was produced

,30,000.

The gravel is between

one mile below Bar Gulch.

50,000 has been yielded below the gorge.

pie and Bar Gulches yielded a total of at least $280,000.

-59-

B~

~Aag-

oonsiderable

~/2 mile

stretch of unworked placer ground is said to remain in gulch
above the gorge.

Along lower course of stream between gorge and dredge

pit is an unworked deposit of alluvium about 2 miles long.
as to its gold content is available.
Placer mining ceased hereabout
leaves the mountains,
1 1/2 miles.

The deposits in Cave Gulch Were rich.

1880.

placer-mining

Below the point at which Cave Gulch

pits extend :along the terraces

mountains

for

In places the workings are several hundred feet wide and have

an aggregate area of about 100,000 square yards.
timated at

No information

5 a square yard or $500,000.

The mininrum yield is es-

The gulch Ch~el

within the

has been mined for about 2 miles, and the yield, said to have

been comparable

to that of York Gulch, is therefore estimated

at $400,000,

Two miles below the point at which it issues from the mountains,
Creek enters the Missouri River.

Cave

Along that course it is bordered by an

alluvial flat from 200-1000 feet or more wide.

Presumably

neath this flat contains more or less gold, but information

the gravel beas to whether

a pay streak exists is lacking.
The district was important

and has yielded

It has been w,orked fairly consistently.
and hydraulic

types.

several million

dollars.

The placers were the drift" dredge

The gold averaged 0.870 in fineness.

The gravel is

between 65 and 70 feet ~hick.
There is no data as to the origin of the placer gold but it probably
had the same origin as that of the Hellgate
tricts.

The gold in these last mentioned

and Confederate

Gulch Dis-

districts came from quartz veins

associated with the igneous intrusives.
Dingman, O. A., OPe Cit., p. 27.
Pardee, J. T., OPe cit., p. 13-15 and 45.
Pardee, J. T., and Schrader, F. C., OPe cit., p. 120, 123-128, 130-131,
and 177-179.
Mineral Resources.
J)}mUal Reports of the Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry ot: Montana.

Bimini District
Placer gold in the Bimini

(Vaughn) District,

N. P. R. R., was discover-

ed in the strerun and glacial gravels near Red Mountaino
The prevailing
lith.

country rock is quartz monzonite

A considerable

of the Boulder batho-

body of aplite extends along the ridge from the head

of '1:enmileCreek to Red Mountain

where it is covered by rhyolite.

Andesi t.e-

lati te series occur 2 miles below Rimini and extend westward: .along the Continental Divide.
The placer gold occurs in the recent gravel
creeks.

deposit

Creek near the summit of the mountains
The placers

The district

The total production

in the southern part of the district.

Resources

ranges :from a few hundred

is not important

still earlier than
dollars to $5,000

and has been worked

has not been ascertained

said to have been produced

intermitttantly.

but is not large. $80,000 is

between 1864 and 1928.

Inoomplete

returns. in

for period 1909-1928 show a total of about $20,000.

some years only a few hundred
Was $5,972, in 1912.

dollars was reported.

The gold averages

ground 4 1/2 miles 8)uth of Rimini

The greatest

0.635 in fineness.

amount

The placer

It is said to contain 1,000,000

cubic yards that is fairly rich in gold, but its mining 1s expensive

diameter.
grade.

For

extends 1 1/2 miles along Try Again Creek.

The gravel deposit is about 9 feet deep.

to the presence

of

1s sai.d to remain on Try Again

were worked as far back as 1877 or perhaps

The yearly production

or more.

Mineral

and Try Agadln

The placer gJre.velhas been mined along some of the branches

Tenmile Creek, and a considerable

that.

along Tenmile

of many large boulders

The gold occurs in particles

owing

some of them as much as 10 feet in
of two ~eneral

sizes of different

One size is fine and ~s said to be worth only about $12 per ounce.

The other is coarse and is worth $15 per ounce.
the upper west tributary
ounoe.

The gold produoed

on

of Tenmile Creek is said to be worth $14 per

The grave is as much as 40 feet deep.

The placers are the hy-

draulic type.
The origin o~ the placer gold is from two sources.
came ~rom pyritic disseminations

in rhyolite,

The low-grade gold

while the high-grade gold

came from the quartz veins in the quartz monzont tee
Billingsley, P., and Grimes, ~. A., OPe Cit., p. 663 and 679.
Dingman, O. A., OPe Cit., p. 27.
Enopf., A., OPe cit., p. 19, 43, 54, and 80-81.
Pardee, ~. T., end Schrader, F. C., OPe cit., p , 3-6. 11-22, 28. 183-200,
246-248, and 258-262.
Sisley, L. A., The porphyry dike mines of Montana:
Eng. Mino ~our., vol.
64, p. 399, 1897.
Mineral Resources.
Annual Reports of the Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry of Montana.

Scratch Gravel Distriot
Plaoer gold in the Scratch

Gravel District,

G. N. R. R. and N. P. R. R., was discovered
Part of Scratchgravel

10 miles north of Helena.

in il:owaGuloh, in the northern

Hills shortly before gold was discovered

in Last

Chance Gulch at Helena in 1864.
The northern part of the ScratOhgravel
sandstone,

and limestone

Scratchgravel

of Belt age.

Hills is underlain

The central

and southern part of the

Hills are composed of intrusive quartz monzonite

truded in the shales, sandstone, and. limestone

of Belt age.

'Valley area west and southwest of the Scratchgravel

ly by shale and limestone of Belt age.

the Soratchgravel

which is in-

The Grasf!

Hills is 'underl{3.inmain-

These rocks are intruded and meta-

lllorphosedby several small stocks or quartz monzonite.
gravel and other sediments, probably

by shale,

of Pleistocene

Hills on the east and south.

Unconsolidated

and Recent age, adjoin
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The Scratchgravel

deposits, though rather widespread,

and their mining was intermitroent and on a moderate
gold produced

is not known.

Placer mining

areas of a thin sheet of gold-bearing

The amount of

ceased long ago, but it is said

that in Butcher Knife Gulch, in the northeastern
nuggets are still picked up occasionally

scale.

were not large,

part of the hills, gold.

after heavy rainso

Considerable

gravel are said to remain in the

wide valley in southern part of the hills.

These areas said to be too ex-

pensive to mine though years ago water was ditched in from Gould Creek and
March Creek in an a~tempt to mine it.

The placers were the hydraulic

type.

The placer gold is believed to have originated from the gold-bearing
contact-metamorphic

deposits and quartz fissure veins in the quartz monzon ..

ite.
Billingsley, P., and (hi,mes,
Dingman, O. A., OPe cit., p.
Pardee, .T. T., and Schrader,
Mineral Resources.
Annual Reports ot the Bureau

A., op.cit., p. 55?
21Z.
F. C., OPe cit., p. 36-49 and ll9.
.T.

of Agriculture,

Labor, and Indust~y ot MOntana.

Stemple District
Placer gold i~he

Stemple

Stemple, 30 miles northwest
covered in Poorman, Virginia

(Fool Hen, Gould, and Poorman) District,

of Helena, N. P. R. R. and G. N. R. R., was disand other creeks and Lopear Gulch.

The rocks ot the district are essentially

quartzite and argillite

the Belt series intruded near Gould by quartz monzonite

and intruded at Vir7

ginia Creek by a small sill and several dikes of diorite.
show contact metamorphism.
near 1ts head.

The valley of Virginia

of

The rocks at Gould

Creek has bien s~aciated

The placer gold occurs in the recent gravel
streruns.

The production

Cr:eek contains
from Stemple
was narrow,

is said to have been generally

placer gold only in its unglaciated

to its mouth,

a distance

Tarhead,

ate amount of gold.

been mined for a distance

Gulches,

The placer gold probably

and was·mined

The gravel

deposit

at least

tributa:r:iiesof

to have prod~ced

a moder~

or "bars" along Canyon Creek have

rich, but the amount produced

were the hydraulic

Virginia

It yielded

of 4 or 5 miles below Virginia

said to have been moderately
The placers

and are reported

The low terraces

portion

rich.

Lopear , and Specimen

Creek, have been mined

small.

of about 8 miles.

not very deep, and but moderately

$600 ,000 in gold.
Virginia

of certain mountain

Creek.

They are

is not known.

type.
originated

from the gold-Aearing

quartz veins

in quartz monzonite.
Dingman, O •• , OPe cit., P •.27.
Knopf, A., OPe cit., p. 19, 43, 54, and 76-80.
Pardee, J. T., and Schrader, F. 0., OPe cit., 3-6, 11-22, 28,77-79,' 86-87,
183-200.
Mineral Resources.
Annual Reports of the Bureau of Agri eul ture, Labor, and Industry of Montana.

* York
Placer gold in the York

snake, York, Dry, Kingsbury,
Rocks of the district
formations

R., was discovered

Kelly,

Upon the Bal't series.

of

in 1864 on Trout, Rattle-

sha.zy-,slaty, and calcareous

A strip about a mile wide along the moun-

White Gulch northwest

of quartzites,

16 miles northeast

and Oregon gulches.

are essentially

of the Belt series.

tain trontfrom
consisting

(Dry Gulch) District,

n. R.

Helena, N. P. R. R. and G.

District

limestones,

is underlain
and shaleso

by rocks of Paleozoic

age

These rest UIlfCqnformably

Igneous rocks are widely but rather sparingly

d1a-

tributed through the district.
and surface flows.
tiary.

These include sills, dikes, small stocks,

The sills are probably late Cretaceous

or early Ter-

Some of the dikes are early Tertiary, and some may be later.

Stocks may be as late as Oligocene.
The placer gold occurs in the recent gravel or certain mountain
stregms. The first gold was discovered
mouth of'York Gulch.

in 1864 at a point 1/2 'mile above

Owing to depth at which pay streak lay butied it

was mined at rirst by process known as drifting.

In 1888-1891 York Gulch was reworked ~draulically

finished.
to Kingsbury
mittently.

Gulch.

from mouth

Since then a 11ttle drift mining has been done inter-

There are only a few authentic records of production.

cords of early placer production
reported

By 1874 the mining was

to have b een rich.

are known.

No re-

The deposits are generally

The placer produced

as much 'as $5,000,000.

The pay streak is from 4 to 16 feet wide and yielded from $50 to $200 per
set (5 feet sets).

]:Iorethan 3 miles of the gulch has been drifted.

average yields were $400,000.
$500,000.

York and Kingsbury

The unworked deposits remaining

gulches have yielded

include vrhate:vergravel was

left by the drift miners in 2 miles of York Ou Lch , above Kingsbury
and an untouched

Guich,

deposit along Trout C'reek. In 'York Gulch the gravel ranges

from 15 to 50 feet in width and from 10 to 20 feet in depth.
is easily washed.
40 or 50 feet deep.

Trout Creek is underlain

The deposit

by a gravel deposit

as much as

From York Gulch down to the Missouri Hi vez , a dis-

tance of 3 miles, this deposit is reported to contain
rock.

The

The lower two-thirds

a pay streak on bed-

is narrow and very boultery;

the upper part

ranges from 50 to 200 or 300 feet in width and is fihe textured.
of it contains gold in paying quantities

is not determined.

and 1ts tributa+'Y Oregon Gulch were discovered

-55-

What ~art

Clark Gulch

and mined in about the same:

period as York Gulch.

No details of their early history was learned ex-

cept the fact that Oregon Gulch was richer and more productive
average.

than the

The stream channel in this gulch has been mined continuously

a distance

of at least 2 miles.

In addition a low terrace on the north side

has been worked for 1/2 mile or more.
of 3 miles.

It is estimated

for

Clark Gulch was mined for a distance

that Oregon Gulch produced

at least $500,000

-

and Clark Gulch $300,000.

~e

district has produced

.'

has been worked more or less continuously.
drift, and dredge types.

about $2,000,000

and

The placers were the hydraulic,

The gold is 0.853 in fineness.

There is no data as to the origin of the placer gold but it probably
had the same origin as that of the Hellgate
The gold in these last mentioned

districts

and Confederate

Gulch districts.

came fran Quartz veins associated

with the igneous intru.siv·es.
Dingman, Ol A., OPe Cit., p. 28.
~ardee, j. T., OPe oit., p. 1~-15 and 45.
Pardee, ~. T., and Schrader, F. C., OPe Cit., p. 176-177.
Mineral Resources.
Annual Reports of the Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry

of Montana.

LINCOLN COUNTY

*

CABINET

DISTRICT

Plaoer gold in th~ Cabtnet District,

20 miles south of Libby, was dis-

COvered in 1867.
The bedrook of the district are essentially
Oarrying some beds of grayish arenaceous

blue Prichard

(Belt) slate

shal.e.

The plaoers were not worked muCh in 1867, due to the hostility
Indians.

All the earlier workings

are said to have been in recent

Washed gravels

in or immediately

along present

time furnished

the prinoipal mineral production

-66-

of the
streem.-

stream beds, and for a long
for the Cabine'j;Distriot.

The gravels were evidently
of glacial
lie.

concentrated

drift or gDound moraine,

'l'hegold comes principally

Workable

deposits

by stream action from the sheet

on which they still in a large part

from till.

This gold is also mined.

seem confined to valleys and low places.

Attempts

open ground on the higher slopes and benches was not successful
cubic yard (too low grade).
ly through-out

The gold is irregular1y. distributed

The
to

(gold 6¢'per
sporadical-

the body of the till from top to bottom and in others irregu-

lar, crudely horizontal,

but not definitely

streaks which may possibly

stratified

zones, beds, or

contain slightly modified. glacial till.

The oxi-

dized zone, several feet in thickness at the surface is ~sually barren~
gold is coarse or in nugget form.
hering to or embedded in them.

Some pieces show considerable

Otijers show considerable

The

quartz ad-

wear Dr round.ing

apparently more than could have been effected by transporl!lation in the tlll,
from the crest of range to their present location,
that some of the gold may have been gathered
placers.

a fact which suggests

by the' claciers from pre-glacial

The gold has a bright color, and much of it is a deep yellow,

rarely it is coated reddish.
of it is 0.970 in fineness.

The fineness ranges from 0.926 to 0.945~
The total production

Some

is unknown although the

Libby Q.uadrangle has produced $95,000 from placers
is not important and has been worked intermittently.

since 1901.

'l"hedistriet

The placers were the

hydraulic and drift jiypes.
The placer gold originated

from the low-grade,

gold-bearing

quartz

veins in the Pri tchard shale.

Dingman, O. A" OPe Cit., p. 28.
Gibson, R., Gold-quartz veins south of Libby, !vlontana: U. S. Geol. Survey,
Circular 7, p. 1, 8, 9, 12, 16, 19, and 21e22, 1934.
:MacDonald, D. F.,' Economi e fea tur as of northern Idaho and northwestern
Montana:
U. S. Geol. Survey, Bull. 285, p. 50, 1905.
Moore, H •
Ea.s~ Coeur d'Alene mining district, Montana:
Eng. Min. Jour.
vol.' 33, p , 271, 1910.

.!i..,

Rowe, ~. P., oPe cit., P. 877.
Schrad~r, F~ C., Gold-bearing ground moraine in northwestern Montana:
U. S. Geol. SUrvey, Bull. 470, p. '70-72, 1910 •.
Wood, R. H., Fissure veins in the'Ca.binet anticline, Libby, Montana: Eng.
Min. Jour., vol. 54, p. 605, 1892.
I~neral Resources •
.Annual Reports or the Bureau ot Agriculture, Labor, and IndUstry or Montana.

* LIBBY

DISl'RIC T.

Placer gold in the Libby (Snowshoe) District, 12 miles south ot Libby,
G. N. R. R., was discovered in 1867 along Libby, Cherry, Little Cherry,
Howard, Bear Creeks, West Fisher;River, and other streams,
The rock~ ot the district are essentially folded sedimentary rocks ot
the Belt series.

In the nearby region the beds are intruded by diorit.esills

and granitic stocks.

Glacial drift, including silt deposited in a lake,

covers much'ot the lower slopes ot the mountains and partly till the valleys,
The placers were not worked much in.1867 clue to the hostility ot the
Indians.

Placer gold

0CCurS

on the south side ot Bramlet Creek a little

less than 2 miles above the junction ot the West Fisher River and Bramlet
Creek roads.

In the Ravallie formation (Belt) a group of mineralized beds

commonly spoken ot as a "lUke" crop out on Libby Creek between Libby Creek
Falls and the mollllbhodt
Howard Creek.
Libby Creek below these beds.

There has been some placer mining on

Some prospectors clatm that colors of gold

can be panned trom some or the sandstone beds, but others disagree.
of apecfmena

Assays

taken at intervals for a distance ot 300 teet across the mineral-

ized sandstone as exposed in the creek bed showed very small amounts of gold
and silver.

Another place~ occurs one mile southeast of Howard Lake and 21

miles south ot Libby.

The best placers of this district are mainly on Ram~

sey._Poorman, Libby, Bear, and Fisher Creeks.

The contour ot the country

'"
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CrQeK

oil
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P /0 c e r s

llnc::..h
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rTl,/e..:s

County

ROlny

Creek.
1:·~;:·"'.;:j::o·!1 Plae e r s

-S'c ale .

1.lnch-:c

DIStrict

4,.,..,iles

generally

has been fashioned

streams have huge, boulders
tons.

by the action of glaciers,
in their beds.

and most of the

Some will weigh hundreds

Some deposits run fairly high in gold and some quite low.

of

At the

source of Libby Creek the gravel averages 80 to 90 ~ per yard, while farther down on this same creek the gravel averages
no true bedrock in most of the placers,
the "false bedrock"
important
$100,000

20~ per yard.

There is

but a hard conglomerate

known as

is the bed of this district.

and has been worked intermittantly.
and has been produoed

creek channels.

The total production

is over

from recent creek gravels and from ancient

The gold-bearing

not been profitable.

The district has not been

bench gravels

and glaCial moraine have

The placers were the dredge, hydraulic,

and drift

types.
The gold came from the Ravalli
veins in the Pritchard

formation

formation

(Belt series) and f'rom quartz

(Belt series).

Dingman, O. A., OPe cit., p. 28.
Gibson, R., Gold-quartz veins sduth of Libby, Montana: U. S. Gaol. SUrvey,
Circular 7, p. 1, 8, 9, 12, 16, 19, and 21-22, 1934.
MacDoI;l.ald,D. F., Economic features of northern Idaho and northwestern
1ontana,: U. S. Gaol. SUrvey, Bull. 285, p. 49 and 50, 1905.
Moore, H. A., OPe cit., p. 271.
Rowe, J. P., OPe Cit., p. 877.
Schrader, F. C., opl. c Lt , , p , 70-72.
Wood, R. H., OPe Cit., p , 605,
Mineral Resources.
Annual Reports of the Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry of Monte.m.

* Rainy

Creek District

The Rainy Creek District, northwest

of Libby, G. N. R. R., was active

in 1931 and 1932.
The rocks are essentially Algonkian
and limestones

quartzites,

intruded by Tertiary quartz monzonite.

shales, argillites,

N
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Dingman, O. A., OPe cit., p. 28.
Lambert, G. S., OPe cit.

*

Sylvanite District

Placer gold in the Sylvanite

District,

R. R., was found by recent prospecting
The rocks are essentially

16 miles north of Troy, G. N.

in the Yaak; Biver and tributaries.

Algonkian

~uart~ites,

shales, argillites,

and

limestones.
The pl~cers probably

originated

from the auriferous pyrite in a quartz

gangue which lies in the folds of the Creston quartzite
from the quartz veins in the Pritchard

formation

{Belt series} and

(Belt Series).

CaJ.kins, ll'. C., and MacDQna11.d, D. F., A geological reconnaissance on northern
Idaho and northwestern Montana:
U. S. Gaol. SUtrvey, Bull. 384, p.
102, 1909.
Dingman, O. A., op.cit., p. 28.
~ambert, G. S. OPe cit.
MacDonald, D. F., OPe cit., p , 49.
Rowe, ~. P., p.1033.

Tobacco River District
Placer gold was found on the Tobacco River near Eureka, G. N. R. R.
The area is covered by either Belt sediments

or

uaternary

alluvium.

Dingman, O •• , OPe cit., p. 28.
Lambert, G. S., OPe cit •
•fi.neralReour cea,

Troy District
Placer gold in the Troy District,
6n Callahan Creek near Troy.
..

. l:': t; .

Troy, G. N. R.

B.,

was discovered
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The rocks of the district are Belt sediments.
tion

j:

~

The Pritchard

composed of whi te quartz, calei te, and iron-stained

(?) forma-

breccia from 2

to 6 feet wide.
Dingman, O. A., OPe cit., p. 28.
MacDonald, D. F., OPe cit., p. 48-49.
~lineral Resources.

Wolf' Creek District
Wolt Creek, 15 miles southeast of Jennings,

G. N. R. R., has been pro-

ductive.
The area is covered by either Belt sediroonts or

uaternary

alluvium.

Dingman, O. A., OPe cit., p. 28.
Lambert, G. S., OPe cit.
Mineral Resources.

11ADISON COUNTY

* Alder

Gulch District

Placer gold in the Alder Gulch (includes Junction, Nevada, Fairweather,
Highland,

Pine Grove, Summit, and Br.owns Gulch) District,

miles east of Alder, N. P. R. R., was discovered
The rocks of' the district are essentially

and Mesozoic

crystalline

espeCially

Alder Gulch; and Cenozoic alluvium

(Tertiary?).

The placer gold occurs in the gravel

basalt, and limestone.

limestone,

Cretaceous

gneiss,

and Ter-

sedi,ments which crop out on the high

ridges to the south and southeast,

Gulch and its tributaries.

City, 8

on ~~y 26, 1863.

and schist of the Cherry Creek series (Pre-Beltian}j
tiary basalt; Paleozoic

Virginia

on Old Baldy at the head of

(late Pleistocene?)

of Alder

The gravel is. composed of gneiss, quartZite,

The district has been a very important producer

-\.

totalling between

$60,000,000

dredges ceased operation,

and $70,000,000

over $75,000,000

Yielded nearly 1/2 of all the gold produced
discovery

in the Territory

in Montana

since the first
of placer

in excess of $90,000,000,

since its
The

The gravel contains from l7~ to 20~V in gold per

The gold is worth $18 per ounce.

0.865 in fineness,

It has

It has been worked more or less continuously.

first pan yielded $2.40.
cubtc yard.

'Vhen .the

had been taken out.

and has been the greatest producer

gold the world has ever knO\~ yielding
discovery in 1863.

up till 1910.

the fineness increasing

It varies from 0.830 to

downstream.

The coarseness

varies, about 40 to 50% passing a 60 ·mesh and about 15 to 30% passing a
100 mesh.

Much of· the go~d is subangular.

The gravel is 25 feet deep at

the head of the gulch, 32 feet deep one mile above Ruby, 45 feet deep at
Ruby, and 60 feet deep to the west of Ruby.

The dredging ground was only

about 3 miles long and was near the mouth of Alder Gulch.

A Shallow trough

running west beneath the gravel of the gulch may represent

the channel of

the stream before it was aggraded with boulders and gravel.

This trough

contains boulders of unusual size and an increased content of gold.
best values are 6 feet above the soft plastic bedrock.

The

The placers were

the hydrauli c , drift, and dredge types.
The theories as to the origin of the gold are:
1.

The gold was concentrated from a wide area by Alder Creek
and its tributaries, thus cOming from lodes none of which
are necessarily very rich.

2.

Oame f'rom "Gravelly Range" south of Virginia City wherein
places~there is gravel and glacial drift.

3.

Broughtby a glaCier from some other region (Tobacco Root
Mountains?).

4.

Deposited by the water of Alder Creek which held it in solution (no parent lode).

5.

There has been one or more immensely rich lodes, but all the
richer portions have been washed away leaving only the lean
bottom of the veins. Nature has already "worked out" the
mines, leaving nothing ~orman to do but get it out of the
sand and gravel.

If theory number one is correct, the side gulches as well as the main
stream would contain gold.

There would be at least a sprinldhing of gold in

favorable places in the smaller ravines, and these would a~nost surely be
rich pockets.

Gold is found in the side ravines, and gold veins are found.

in the area drained by Alder Gulch.
centage of gold.
any considerable

~ere

These veins contain a Yery small per-

is no evidence that any of these lodes contributed
The PDQ-

amount to the rich deposits along the main stre~.

fi table placer mining has evidently been conraned to the sands and gravels
of the main stream.

There were rich bars higher than the present

stream,

but they were evidently deposited when the stream was at a higher level.
Theory number two is incorrect because it is impossible
lYe

Geologic

oonditions

topographical-

do not indicate that it has been possible

in recent

times.
Theory number three is improbable

due to the fact that no glacial action

took place in the main stre~.
Theory m.unber four has no experimental
that it was depositedfram

evidence for proof, and to say

hot or war.m underground

water is too specu~ative

because no one knows where it might have issued from the ground.
Therefore

theory number five is the only one that seems to fit.

This

theory is supported by the following:
1.

The gold could not have been washed from down the stream.

2.

The valley is not wide here and is separated from neighboring
valleys by high ridges. The gold, then, could not have come
from any great distance, east or west, if the topography was
anything like it is at present.

3.

The gold has not comefar.
a. Because head of stream not far trom the springs in the
talus slope.
b. Because the stream is of mature age and is a filling
instead ot an eroding one.

The gold is believed to have originated

from the gold-bearing

quartz.

Veins at the foot of Old Baldy and extending for perhaps 2 miles to the northward.
Dingman, O. A., 01'. cit., p. 28.
Douglas, E., Source of the placer gold in Alder Gulch, Montana: Min. and
Min., vol. 25, p. 353-355, 1905.
Hutchins, J". P., Gold-dredging practice at Ruby, Montana: llhg. Min. J"our.,
vol. 83, p. 1223-1225, 1907.
Peale, A. C., U. S. Geol. SUrvey, Geologic Atlas, Folio 24, Three Forks,
Montana, 1896.
Richards, R. W., and Mansfield, G. R., Geology of the phosphate deposita
northeast of Georgetown, Idaho: U. S. Geol. Survey, Bull 577,
p. 26-30 and 55-56, 1914.
Rowe, J. P., 01'. cit., p. 347, 350·~·.
Tansley, rv.; Schafer, P. A.; and Hart t L. H.; A geological reconnai asance of
the Tobacco Root Mountains, Madison County, Montana: Mont. Bur.
of Min. Geol., Mem.9,1'. 1, 7, 13, 14, 16, 18, 22-23, 45-57, and
51-52, Plate~~I, 1933.
Winchell, A. N., OPe cit., p. 12, 24-30, 55-59, and 159-163, 1914.
Mineral Resources.
Annual Reports of the Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry of Montana.

CHERRY
CREllK
DISTInCT
The Cherry Creek District,
east of Virginia City.

Although it has rich silver

The rocks are essentially
and Tertiary

organized in 1871 is situated
veins,

16 miles south-

it. is not important.

of Algonkian, Cambrian, Devonian, Carboniferous;

ages.

Dingman, O. A. , Placer-possibilities
5, p. 28, 1934.
Lambert, G. S.t 01'. cit.,
Mineral Resources.

in :Montana: Mont. Bur. Min. Geol., Mern.
.
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* LOWER

HOT SPRINGS DISTRICT

Placer gold in the Lower Hot Springs District,
Norris, N. P. R. R., was discovered

5 miles southeast of

along Hot Springs Creek and its tributa-

ries.
The r-ocks of the district
intruded by Tertiary

are essentially

quartz monzoni tee

Archean

Tertiary

schists and gneisses

lake, beds are also found.

The quartz monzoni te is cut by aplite dikes, whi oh are commonly quartz monzonite aplite.
basalt

0

The volcanic rocks of the region are rhyolite,

andesite, and

A basalt flow ocoupies a small area about halfway between Norris

and Red Bluff.
The placer gold occurs in rec~nt gravel along certain mountain
closely associated

with gold-bearing

and has been worked intermittently.
is not large.

lodes.

The district is not important

The total production

The placers were the hydraulic

The- gold probably

streams

is not known but

type.

came trom the gold-bearing

quartz veins in the Archean

gneiss.
Dingman, O. A., Ope cf t , , p , 28.
Lambert, G. S., OPe cit.
Winchell, A. N., OPe eit., p. 111-112 and 116.
Mineral Re~ources.
Annual Reports of the Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry of Montana.

l~ISON

DISTRICT

Placer gold in the !~dison district,
miles south of Virginia

south end of Gravelly Range, 35

City, was discovered

on the West Fork of the Madison

River.
The rocks of the district are essentially
Cambrian

and Devonian

sediments,

Archean

and Tertiary volcanics

Gold is said to exist in considerable

quantity

Schists and gneisses,
and lake beds.

in the Gravelly Range,

although little has been done to develop any mining operation.
-75-
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Dingman, O. A., OPe cit., p. 28.
Lambert, G... S., op , cit.
Peale, A. C., OPe cit.
Mineral Resources.

• NORVIEGIAN CREIlK DISl"RICT

Placer gold in the Norwegian
N. p. R. R., was discovered
The rocks

Creek District,

6 miles northwest

of Norris,

in 1864.

of the distric,t are of two classes:

1. Pre-Beltian
2.

Numer9us

gneiss and schist.
Q,uartz monzoni te (granite) of late Cretaceous
dikes and sills also occur here.

The placer gold occurs in recent gravel along Norwegian
associated

with gold-bearing

worked intermittently.
1933 including

age.

lodes.

The district

'rhe total production

Meadow Creek was $300,000.

Creek closely

is not, important

by 1874 was $150,000
The placers

and is
and by

were the hydraulic

and dredge type.
The gold probably

originated

propht1:it.ic qllartz monzonite

fram the gold-bearing

~uartz veins

in

very near its contact with the Archean gneiss.

Dingman, o. A., 01'. Cit., p. 28.
Tansley, W.; Schafer, p. A.j and Hart, L. H.j 01'. cit., p. 1, 7, 13, 14, 16,
18, 22, 32, and 51-52.
Winchell, A. N., OPt Cit., p. 111-113, and 116.
Mineral Resources •
.Annual Reports ot the Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry of Montana..

PONY DISI'RICT

Placer gold in the Pony (Mineral Hill) District,
duced fram Pony and North Willow

Creeks.

seventies.
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The rocks of the district

are elssentially

gnei sses of the Pony seri es and intrusive

Pre-Beltian

schists

and

C'retaceous quartz monzonite.

Peg-

matite dikes are cammonthroughout the area of rocks of the Pony series.
Large dike-like

bodi es of aplite

are found in several places at or near the

contact of the quartz. monzonite with the Pony series.

Below Pony the bottom

lands of Willow Creek are made of alluvium and stream carried
About 2 miles above the town a little

moraine material

glacial

drift.

is :round.

The placer gold occurs in recent gravel along c'ertain mountain streams
closely associated

with gold-bearing lodes.

and is worked in term!ttently.
but it 1s not large.

The total

The dis.trict

i~ not important

produc.tion has not been ascertained

The placers were the hydrauli c type:.

The placer gold probably originated

f'rom the gold-bearing quartz veins

in quartz monzonite and gneiss and from the gold-bearing replacement lodes
-

in altered

and oxidized aplitic

rock: and in quartz monzonite.

Billingsley, P., and Grimes, J" • .A" OPe c1t., p. 657.
Dingman, O. A., ope 01 t., p , 28"
Tansley, W.; Schafer, P. A.; and Hart. L. H.; op~ cit., p. 1, 7; 13. 14, 16,
18, 22-25.
Winchell, A. N., op~ cit., P. 55-56, 119-121, and 125.
Mineral Resources•
.AnnualReports of the Bureau of Agri-culture, Labor , and Industry of Montana.

*

RAMSHORN DISTRIOT

Placer gold in the Rgmshorn (Union) District,

6 miles southeast of

Sheridan, N. P. R. R., was discovered in the early sixties
Bivins, Harris,

California. Gulches, and tributarie,s.

The rocks of' the district
and crystalline
zonite.

along Ramshorn.

are essentially

Archean schists,

limestone of the Cherry Creek series

Tertiary

lake beds also erop out.

-77-
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The placer gold occurs in the recent gravel along certain mountain
streams closely associated

with gold-bearing

lodes.

The district has been

fairly important and has been worked more or less continuously.
production

has not b een ascertainedo

The gold. averages

9.842 in fineness

The total

The placers were the hydraulic
and is coarse.

type.

It occurs in the deposit

in irregular pockets.
The gold probably
in limestone

originated

from the gold-bearing

contact depOSits

and quar-tz veins in the schists .•

Dingman, O. A., OPe cit., p. ~.
Tansley, W.; Schafer, P. A.;, and Hart, L. H.; OPe cit., p , 1; 7, 13, 14, 16,
18, 22, and 23.
Winchell, A. N., OPe cit., P. 24, 26, 27, and 29.
Mineral Beso'lIr"ces.'
Annual Reports of the Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, a'nd,Industry of Montana.

* ROCHESTm
Placer gold in the Rochester
Twin Bridges, N. P. ,R.
the district
abundance
extrusives

R.,

(Rabbit) District,

was discovered

are essentially

of granitic

DISTRICT

Archean

10 mi.Lea northwest

on Rochester

Creek.

schists and gneisses

The rocks of

intruded by an

sills derived fram the Bou~der batholith.

crop out 3imiles

south-southeast

at the margin of the basin of Rochester

of Rochester

of

Rhyolitic

and also on a hill

about 3 miles north-northeast

of

town.
The placer gold occurs in recent gravel along Rochester
Wi th

gold-bearing

lodes.

very intermi ttentlyo
the hydraulic

Creek aSSOCiated

The di strict is not important and has been worked

The total production

is very small.

The placers were

type.

The gold probably

came f'rom the gold-bearing

the dikes of aplitl0 granite.
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quar-tz veins occuring

in

Dingman, O. A., OPe cit., p. 29.
Winchell, A. N., OPe cit., p. 24, and 127-130.
Mineral Resources.

DI STRICT

RED MOUNTAnl

'l'heRed Mountain District is located. 13 miles northeast of :Melrose,
O.

S. L. R. R.

The district is a continuation of the Highland District,

Silver Bow County.

For further information see the last mentioned district.

Dingman, O. A., OPe cit., p. 29.

SAND CREEK DISTRICT
Placer gold in the Sand. Creek District, south of Sappington, N. P. R. R.,
and C. M. and St. P. R. R., has been produced from the Jefferson River

and

from Antelope Creek.
The rocks of the district are essentially pre-Beltian rocks and complexly
tolded and.faulted Paleozoics and Mesoz.oic sediments locally intrud.ed by
syeni tic masses •.
The mines 01' the d.istrict contain free-milling gold ore.
Dingman, O. A., oPe cit., p. 29.
Lambert, G. S., OPe cit.
Perry, E. S., .Oral Connnunication.
Tansley, W.; Schafer, P, A •• and Hart, L. H.; op , cit., P. 23~
Winchell, A. N., OPe cit., p. 121.

* SHERIDAN

DISTRICT

Placer gold in the Sheridan (includes Mill Creek; Brandon, Q.uartz Hill,
and.Indian Creek) District, Sheridan, N. P. R. R., was produced from Mill
and Indian Creeks and tributaries.
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The rocks of the district are essentially
schists with interbedded

limestones

by various grani tic intlUusions.
is more extensive

The occurrence

have been important

P. A. Mountain

age cut

of the pre-Bel tian limestones

in localizing

Gulch and Noble Creek.

ore bodies.

The dis-

to several

small

Upper Mill Creek, and Upper Wi sconsin Creek on

are most prominent.

and sills of post-Cambrian

age.

There are numerous

Glaciation

It has also filled the gulches

pegmatite

These affect mineralization

:dikes

in Nugget

cirques and small lakes at

has produced

the heads of several of the streams, notably

on Viisconsin and Mill Creeks.

with debris that extends fram Cirques~o

nearly to the bench land but that nowhere
lands.

of pre-Beltian

of the granite in surface outcrop is limited

areas of whi eh the Brandon,

A:.

and quartzites

and

here than in any other seet.Lon of the Tobacco Root area,

and these limestones
tribution

Cherry Oreek gneisses

forms moraines

On some creeks, Indien Creek for instance,

or

upon the bench

the glacier did_ not reach

the mouth of the gulch.
'EarlY~-devel.opment in the Sheridan region

closely followed the discovery

of gold in Alder Gulch in 1863.

Much of the gravel below the forks of Wis-

consin Creek has been placered"

On

Progress
gulch.

Remshorn

since early times, though now confined to the upper end of the
The gold-bearing

With the gold-bearing

gravel 1s of recent age and is clos-ely associated

lodes.

The district has been fairly, important

has been wo:rked more or-less continuously.
been ascertained.

The total production

The placers were the hydraulic

The placer g'old is believed
fissure

Gu1i:chpla.cer mining has been in

the gold-bearing

filling quartz veins in schists and from the replacement
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has not

type.

to have originatedtrom

the limestone.

and

lodes in

Dingman,O. A., 01'. cit., p. 29.
Tansley, W.; Schafer, P. A.; and H~rt, L. H., 01'. eit., p. 29-40.
Winchell, 1. N., 01'. cit., p. 26, 27, 29, 55, 56, 133-135, and 137-138.
Mineral Resources.
Annual Reports of the Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry of Montana.

TIDAL WAVEDISTRICT

Placer gold in the Tidal WaveDistrict,

5 miles northeast

of Twin

Bridges, N. P. R. R,; was produced from Goodrich, Dry Geo:r:-gia,and Bear Gulches
in the early days.
The geology of this d1striet
the TobaccoRoot area.

is more complex than of any other region of

Although pre-Bel t1an gneiss and schist

.IIla.jorportion of the area, outcrops of Paleozoic quartzites,
.stones are extensive.
by strongfault1ng,
several places.

The relations

of the two series

which causes complex repetition
The relation

oocupy the

shales,

are further

and limecomplicated

of the two series

at

of igneous, rocks is also complex. Igneous

rocks are exposed in several areas of grani te and porphyritic

rocks and as

Sills.
The placer gold occurs in the recent gravel of certain mountain streams
closely associated

With gold-bearing lodes.

and has been worked very intermittently.

The district

The total

is not important

production is very small.

The placers were the hydraulic type.
The placer gold probably originated from the gold-bearing contact depoStts
between the granitic

intrusives

Veins in gneiss or schists

and the limestone and from the gold-bearing

or more rarely in the granite

(quartz monzonite~.

Billingsley, P., and Grimes, ~. A., 01'. Cit., p. 656.
Dingman,O. A., 01'. cit., po 29.
Tansley, 1.; Schafer, P. A •• and Hart, L. H.; OPe cit., p. 34.
Winchell, A. N.,op.cit.,
p. 26, 27, 29, 55, 56, 145-148, 151 and 155-157.
~neral Resources.
Annual Reports of the Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry of Mont~.
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UPPER HOT' SPRINGS
Placer
Norris,

gold in the Upper Hot Springs

H. P. R. R., has been produced

The rocks of the district
intruded

by ~uartz monzonite

The placer

and is worked

with gold-bearing

qUartz monzonite
O.

.,

5 miles

gneiss

and schist

along Hot Springs

Creek

The dls:trlct is. not important

were the hydraulic

originated

of

age.

gravel

lodes.

southwest

Creek.

pre-Beltian

The total production

The placers

The gold probably

Dingman,
Tansley,

are essentially
of late Cretaceous

intermittently.

but is not large.

District,

from Hot Springs

gold occurs in the recent

closely assoCiated

DISTRICT

has not been ascertained
type.

from the gold-bearing

aplite dike in quartz monzonite

quartz veins

in

porphyry.

OPe cit., p. 29.

W.; Schafer, Po A.; and Hart, L.~,
OPe cit., p , 1, 7, 13, 14, 16,.
18, 22, 23, 32, and 51-52.
Winchell, A. N., OPe cito, p. 111-115.
ineral Resources •
.Annual Reports of the Bureau of .Agr1aul ture, Labor, and Industry of Montam:.

*
Placer

gold in the Vlashington (Meadow Creek, McAllister)

llliles southwest
The roeks
intruded

WASHINGTON DISTRICT

of Norris,

N. P. R. R. was discovered

of the district

by quartz monzonite

are essentially

age.

10

in 1864.

pre-Beltian

of late Cretaceous

Di strict,

gneiss

Numerous

and schist

dikes and

sll1s also occur here.
Th&

placer gold occurs

in the recent

lfuadow Creek closely aSSOCiated
illIportant although

gravel

with gold-bearing

lt has been worked rather

has not been ascertained

but is not large.

type.
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along Washington
lodes.

steadily.
The placers

Creek and

The district

is not

The total product,lon

.

were the hydraulic

Be 0 ve;Elf...

C;. epA

Creek

t
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t;. let

o.sr-,«:
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The gold probably originated
and schist

1'romthe gold-bearing

near the quartz monzonite contact

and andesite

qUal"tz veins in gneiss

and in veins between the gneiss

porphyry.

Dingman, O. A.) op, c1t., p. 29.
Tansley, W.; Schafer, P. A.; Hart, L. H., OPe cit., p. 1, 7, 13, 14, 16, 18,
22, 23, 32, and 51-52.
Winchell, A. N., op , cit., p. 111-116.
Mineral Resources.
Annual Reports of the Bureau of Agriculture,
Labor, and Industry ot Montana.

* WISCONSIN

CREEK: DIsrRICT

Placer gold in the Wisconsin Creek District,

3 ndles

north of Sheridan

N. P. R. R., has been produced 1'romWisconsin and Wet Georgia Creeks.
This district
Dingman, O.

.,

has been described

under the Sheridan District.

op , 01 t •• p. 29.

MEA.OOJ!R COUNTY

Beaver Creek District
The Beaver Creekd District,
C. M. and st.

P. R. R., has yielded

Creek each year by hydraulio

tions.

and argillites

Tertiary

of White Sulphur Springs,

small a:mounts of placer

are essentially

gold :from Beaver

Algonkian shales,

limestones,

and sediments 01' the Devonian and Cambrian forma-

lake beds and voloanics

Dingman, O. A., OPe cit.,
Lambert, G. S., op , cit.
Mineral Resources.

northwest

methods.

The rocks 01' the district
quartzites,

30 ndles

also crop out.

p. 29.

MUSSELSHELL
DISTRICT
The ~sselshell

(Copperopolis)

of \'/hite Sulphur Spring s , C.

District

is situated

and St. ~. R. R.
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14 miles northeast
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The rocks of the district
Silurian,

Devonian,

are essentially

Carboniferous,

Jurassic,

formations

Triassic,

of Belt, Cambrian,

Cretaceous

and

IiIioceneages intruded by granitic rocks and covered in piaces by rhyolite
and obsidian.

Dikes of porphyritic

rocks are also numerous.

The placer gold is 0.942 in fineness and probably
gold-bearing

argentiferous

and in the contact depOSits

galenas in the fracture

originated

from the

planes in the Belt shales

in limestone.

Dingman, O. A., OPe cit., P. 29.
Weed, W. H., and ~irsson, L. V., Geology of the Castle Mountain mining district, Montana:
U. S. Geol. Survey, Bull. 139, p. 22, 23, 26,
151, and 157, 1896.
Mineral Resources.

* WATSON
Watson

(Elk Creek) District,

DISTRICT

25 miles northwest

of Vfuite Sulphur springs,

Co M. and St. P. R. R., has yieJ,.dedsmall amount.s of placer gold in recent
years from Benton and .Elk Creeks.
The rocks of the district are essentially Algonkian
quar-tzd t es , and argillites

shales, limestones,

intruded by Tertiary quartz monzonite.

Tertiary

laRe beds also crop out.
The placer gold occrus as nuggets which are sold to jewelers.
Dingman, O. A., ope cit., p.29.
Lambert, G. S., OPe cit.
Mineral Resources.

MINERAL

'* CEDAR

COUNT':{

CREEK, TROUT CREEK, AND

Placer gold in these districts
and in 1872 on Trout Creek.

/

UARTZ C.REEK DISTRICTS

was discovered

The districts

N. P. R. R. and. C. M. and St. P. R. R.

in 1869 on Cedar Creek

are situated

south of Superior,

The rocks are essentially
quartz porphyry

formations

of pre-Cambrian

age intruded by

and quartz diorite and overl~in in places by volcanic ex-

trusiveso
The placer gold occurs in the recent stream and bench gravels of Cedar,
Trout, Oregon, Q,uartz,.Snowshoe,

'lindfall, Deep, Tucker, Lost and Prospect

Creeks and other streams associated

with gold-bearing

Lodee ,

The district

is very important and has been worked more or less corrtd.nuoua.Ly ,
or $10,000,000 was recovered
stalled in November,

1909.

by hydraulicking

$9,000,000

before the dredges were in-

The dirt of Cedar Creek averages 25st per cubic

yard in go Ld , and the gold is worth

'19.'75per ounce and is coarse.

The

dirt of Trout Creek averages from 151 to $6 per cubic yard in gold, and is
worth $20.20 per ounce.
ounce.
also.

Some of the gold is worth as much as $20.46 per

The placers were the hydraulic

type.

The gravel averageE 35 feet in depth.

~aries between 0.950 and 0.990.

Cedar Creek has been dredged
The fineness of the gold

Some of it is so fine as to be almost chem-

ically pure.
The placer gold probably originated
gold-bearing

pre-Cambrian

from the igneous intrushm:s

or the

shales and quartzites.

Dingman, o. 0, OPe cit~, p~ 29•
.loore, H. A., V/indfall Creek placers, western Hontana:
Min. World,. vci.,
33, po 312, 1910
Rowe, H. Ao, Placer mining operations in estern Montana:
Min. World, vol.,
34, p. 878, 1911.
Rowe, Jo P., OPe cit., p. 347, 350, 352, and 353.
owe, J. P., lines of Missoula County, Montana: Min. and Min., vol ..31,
p. 581, 1911.
1lineral Resources.
Annual Reports of the Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry of Montana.
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COUN'"l'Y

COLOMA DISTRICT

Placer gold in the Coloma (Elk; Garnet, Potomac, Washoe) District, 30
miles east of Missoula, l!T{J P. R. R ..and C. I1..and St. P. R. R., was discovered about 1870 along Elk Creek and its tributaries.
The country rock is almost entirely granite (hornblende) and is a continuation of the batholith of the Garnet district.

In fact the granitic

batholith begins a little east of Bonner, and continues north and east beyond Garnet, and finally dips under the older sedimentary rocks, betvleen
Drummona and He~nville.

Geological age is the s~ne as Garnet, and undoubt-

edly is the same as that of Butteo

To the east, north, and south of the

main portion of the district, the old sedimentary sandstones have been metamorphosed by action of the granite batholith

to quartzites.

north-the limestones have been metamorphosed

to marhles.

PDDphyry dikes.

To the f~

There are several

The count~y is not much faulted.

The placer gold occurs in the recent gravel of certain mountain
closely associated wi th gold-bearing lodes.

The district was fairly impor-

tant and has been worked more or less continuously.
is nearly "50000,000.

streams

The total production

The placers were the hydraulic and drift types.

At

the mouths of the creeks the gold is flakey and. coarse, while at their heads
it is heavy, well washed, rounded gold.
The gold averages $2.25 per set.
per set.
per ounce.

The richest ground is in spots.

Some sets run as high as from $20 to $85

The gravel is r rom 20 to 30 feet deep;

The gold is worth $19.81

The fineness averages 0.957.

The gold probably originated from the gold-bearing
in granite although some contact veins are present.

quartz: fissure Veins

Billingsley,
P., and Grimes, ~. Ao, OPe cit., p. 657.
Dingman, o. 1 ., op, ci t., p. 50 •
Rowe, J". P., Geology and ore deposits of the Clinton district:
Min. World,
vol. 33, p. 1099, 1910.
Rowe, J". P., op , cit., p , 877.
Parde~,J. T., Ore deposits o"f the northwestern part o"f the Garnet Range,
Montana: U. S. Geol. SUrvey, Bull, 660, po 159-161, 165-169,
171, 195-197; 205-206, 224-226, and 231-239, 1917.
:Mineral Resources.
Annual Reports of the Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry of Montana.
/1")
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The Morman Creek Distnict

is situated

10 miles west of 1.010, N. P.

The rocks of the district

are essentially

R. Ho

quartzites,

limestones,

and banded slates

the thick pre-Gambrian seri es of central
The placers

moderately metamorphosed

which should be coordinated with
Montana ,

nange in age from Neocene to Recent..

Fork are said to contain little

The gravels

of Lolo

placer gold although there is no evidence

of extensive workings.
~

The gold is dreived from the disintegration
fissure

of gold-bearing

quartz

veins.

Dingman, O. Ao, OPe cit., P. 30
Lindgren,
A., A geological r econnai seance across the Bitterrott
Range,
and the Clearwater buntains in Montana.and Idaho: Uo S. Geol.
Survey, Prof. Paper 27, po 15-17, 20, 22-26,. 82-8~, a.nd 86, 1904.
Lindgren, W., Mineral deposits ot the Bitterrrocl>t Range and Claarwater Mouni;ains, Montana: U. S. Geol. Survey, Bull. 213, Po 66-68, 1902.
Rowe, J". P., OPe Cit., p. 5830
Rowe; J"" P., OPe Cit", p , 877.
Mineral Resour-ce.a,
Annual Reports of the Bureau .of .Agriculture, Labor, and Industry of Montana.
0

0
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*

Nnm.1ILE DISTRICT

Placer gold in the Ninemile
Ninemile,

(Stark) District,

{)miles northwest

N. P. R. R., and C. M. and St. P. R. R., was discovered

along Ninemile,

McCormick,

of

in 1874

Kennedy, Pine, Dry, Marion, Dutch, and Butcher

Creeks and other streams.
The rocks of the district are essentially
comprising

undifferentiated

Belt se~ies

a great thiclrness of til ted, f'olded,.and faulted Algonkian

chiefly sandstones

and shale, and their slightly altered equivalents,

rocks,
q:uartz-

~

ites and hard ergilli t es ,
The gold placers
are contained

of' the district,

in approximately

14 miles in length extending

so far as shown by 1911 developments,

a mid valley belt about 3 miles in width and
from Kennedy Creek to St. Louis Creek.

posi ts are best, mruilifested and developed
which carry gold.
northeast

The de-.

on the tribu1hary stre'8IllS
all of

In lower part of district

the placers

are chiefly on the

side of Ninemile. Creek, while in the upper part they are chiefly

on the southwest
ground moraine

side.

The gold is detrital.

or till.

The material.

The gold is average coar se size.

It is contained in the

is seemingly gold-bearing

throughout.

No large nuggets were found up to 1911.

The pieces of gold are usually flattened but rough and. irregular
and many have quartz adhering to or embedded in them, denoting
metal is of comparatively
fine black sand.

local derivation.

that the

With the gold is considerable

A most unusual feature is the fact that this glacial

posit does not seem to have been concentrated
derived its gold from preexisting
must occur in the mountains

gold seems distributed

placers.

or uplands

ice that deposited the moraine,

concentration

in shape,

by later streams, nor to have
If this view is correct, there

to the northeast,

some gold-bearing

are ally with remarkable

in the path of the

vein or bedrock.

uniform

increases with depth and is greatest

-88-

de-

ty.

The

Vertically

the

on the bedrock and in

the lower part of the gravel.

The district

has been worked more or less continuously.
several million

has been fairly important
The total production

dollars, the exact figures not ascertained.

were the hydraulic

and dredge types.

and

has been

The placers

The gravel ranges rn thickness :tram

8 to 20 feet with the average being about 15 feet, and contains 20¢ in gold
per cubic yard at the surface and $5 in go~d per cubic yard at bedrock.
The gold is worth $20.60 t.o $21025 per ounce and is exceptionally

fine,

about 0.982.
According
else

Schrader

the equivalent

to Dingman,

the source of the gold is the lean glacial grav-

says that the gold was probably
of Prichard

derived from quartz veins in

slate, chief gold-bearing

Coeur d'Alene district which seems to be developed

formation

of the

in the adjoining

moun-

tains.
Dingman, O. A., OPe cit., p •. 30.
1recDonald, D. F., Economdc features of northern Idaho and northWestern
Montana:
U. So Geol. Survey, Bull. 285, p. 51, 1905.
Rowe, ~. P., OPe cit., p. 878.
Schrader, F. C., Gold bearing ground moraine in northwestern Montana:
Uo'
S. Gaol. Survey, Bull. 470, p. 63-65, and 67-68, 1910.
Mineral Resources.
Annual Reports of the Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry of Montana.

PE'l'I'Y
CREEK DIS'l'RICT
Placer gold in the Petty Creek Distric t, south of Ninernile J N. P. R. R.,
and C. M. and St. P, R. R., has been found on Petty Creek.
The rocks of the district
argillites,

limestones,

are essentially

and sandstone.

Dingman, O. A., op.~c1t., p. 30.
Lambert, G. So, OPe cit.,
~~neral Resources.

Algonltian quartz.it es , s118:1e8,

1y

C'"Iun

Crevasse
Jordlne
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PARK COUNTY"

COWLES DISI'RICT
Placer gold in the Cowles District,

head waters of the Boulder River,

45 miles southwe:rl of Big Timber, N. P. R. R., was discovered first

in 1866

and again in 1871 along' the Boulder River and tributaries.
The rocks of the district

are essentially

tiona intruded by gabbro and diorite
andesi te and daci teo
The placers

.Archean and Cambrian forma-

and overlain

in places by lavas of

NlIDlerousdikes also occur ..

were the hydraulic

The gold probably originated

type.

fram the gold-bearing

quartz veins in

gabbro and diorite.
See Boulder River District,

Sweet Grass County.

Bevan,

., SUnnnaryof Geology of the Beartooth M.ounta,ins, Montana.: Jour.
Geol., vol. XXXI, Number 6, p. 448-450, 1928.
Dingman, O. A., OPe Cit., p. 30.
Iddings, J. P., U. S. Geol. Survey, GeologiC Atlas, Eolio 1, LiVingston,
Montana, 1896.
Llineral Resources •
.AnnualReports- of the Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry of Montana.

CREVASSE
DISTRICT
Placer gold in the Crevasse District,

7 miles east, of Gardiner, N. p.

R. R., has been produced from Crevasse Gulch and tributer'ies,

and Slo'ugh

Creek, east of Crevasse Gulch.
The rocks of the district
ian formations overlain
rhyolite,

are essentially

Archean, Oambrian, and Devon-

in places by lavas and andesite,

dacite,

I

and rhyolite.

The placers

were the hydraulic

type.

The gold was derived from the wearing away of the auriferous
the SnowyRange.
schists

trachytic

The auriferous

and gneisses

rocks of

rocks are. the quartz veins in the crystalline

of Archean age.

Dingman, O. A., OPe c'it.,
p , 30.
Iddings,
.T. p., OPe cit., p. 246-248.
Mineral _esources.
Annual Reports of the Bureau of .Agriculture,

* EMIG....tANT
Pla.cer gold in tihe Emigrant
station,

overlain

of the district

in the valley

glacial

drift

dacite,

and trachytie
The plaeer

district

less

It

The largest

south of Emigrant,

Archean and Cainbrian formations

places

by lavas

alluvium

of porp~yrite,

and

andesite,

rhyolite.

large

had yielded

continuously'.

4 niiles

River by Pleistocene

gold is found in .the recent

has yielded

worked out.

are essentially

in other

of Montana.

in 1864 in Emigrant Gulch.

of the Yellowstone

and overlain

and Induatry

DIsrRICT

(Chico) DistriC't,

N. P. R. R." was discovered
The rocks

Labor,

gravel

amounts run the past,

I! 340 ,000

The plaeers

up till

but· is practically

1880.

were the hydraulic

nugget ever taken out weighed 3/4 of

of :Emigrant Guleh~

It

'l.'he

now

was worked more or

drift,

and dredge

an oun ee ,

types"

Th.e l.a.Bgest

run

was $118 in one day.
The gold was derived
the Snowy Range.

from the wearing away of the auriferous

The auriferous

rocks are

the quartz. veins

rocks

of

in the porphy-

rite.
Dingman, O. A., Ope cit.,
p , 30.
Iddings,
.To P., OPe cit.,
p. 245-248.
HistDrical
Society of: .America,. vol., 7, p. 94, 1910.
Mineral. Resourceso
.Annual.Reports of the- Bureau of Agriculture,
Labor, an.d Industry

of Montana.

J.tLBDINEDISTRICT
Placer gold in the Jardine

(Sheepeater" Bear Gulch) District,

north of Gardiner, N. P. R. R~, was discovered
The rocks of the district are essentially
formations

overlain by Pleistocene

travertine

5 miles

in 1865.
.Archean and Carboniferous
and by lavas of rhyolite,

porphyri t e , andesi t e , daci te , basalt ,.and trachyti c rbyoli t e ,
The placer gold occurs in the recent gravel of' certain mountain
The district
production

is not important

is unknown,

and has been worked intermittently;.

but it is said to be many thousand dollars.

placers are said to be covered by basaltic lavas.

streams.

'l'hetotal
Some

The placers were the hy-

draulic type.
The gold was derived from the wearing
the Snowy Range, the auriferous
schists and gneisses

away of the auriferous

rocks of

rocks being quartz veins in the crystalline

of Archean age.

Dingman, O. A., OPe cit., p. 30.
Iddings, J. P., OPe cit., p. 246-248.
Atineral Resources.
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NEW WORLD DISTRICT
Placer gold in the New World
east of Gardiner,

station, N. P.R.

(Cooke City, Blackmore)
R., was discovered

District,

in 1868.

The bedrock over about half of the ,district is pre-Gambrian
gneiss, and granite.

Paleozoic

40 miles

schist,

sedimentary rocks cover about 1/3 of the
I

district.

Tertiary volcanic and intrusive rocks crop out, the intrusives

being stocks which are well developed near the center of the district.
Some waterlaid
A

tuffs of Tertiary age are present in the volcanic breccias.

thin mantle of glacial drift covers the older rocks in many places~ , Land-

slides are abundant,. and alluvial deposits are present in most of the stream
valleys.
The placer gold occurs in the recent gravel of certain mountain
closely associated with the gold-bearing
tant and has been worked intermittently.
rich nor abundant.
glaciation

lodes.

The district is not impor-

The placer deposits

This fact may be explained

are neither

in a large part by the recent

and consequent removal of preexisting

duction is not known but is very small.

streams

stream gravel.

Total pro-

The placers were the hydraulic

type.
The gold probably

originated

deposits and from the gold-bearing

fram the gold-bearing

contaet~etamorphic

quartz veins.

Dingman, O. A., OPe Cit., p , 30.
Gardner, E. D. t, New World mining district; :Min. Seien. Press, vo.l , 108,
p. 880 and 882, 1914.
Lovering, T. S., The New Torld or Cooke City mining d:istriet, Park County,
Montana: U. S. Gaol. Survey, Bull. 811, p. 8-13, 16-17..29, 44,
48-50, 54, and 86, 1930.
~fineral Resources.
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* Little

COUNTY

Rockies District

Placer gold in the Little Rock~es

(Landusk:y, Vfultcomb, Zortman) District,

50 miles southwest of Malta, G. N. R. R., was discovered
The rocks of the district are essentially
b~ian, Ordovician,

Devonian,

truded by a laccolith

Carboniferous,

of Cretaceous

in.1884,

formations

Jurassic,

age and overlain

of pre-Beltian,

and Cretaceous

Cam-

ages in-

in places by Quaternary

alluvium.
The placer gold occurs in the beds of the streama that flow southward
from the Little. Rocky MOuntains
bearing lodes.

The dlflstrictis not important

The total production

is very small.

yield "day's pay" to industrious
mountain

to the Missouri Ri ver associated

and. is worked'interm1ittently.

It is claimed that these placers will

miners,

flanks are of considerable

The alluvial deposits about the

extent and are rich enough to warrant

working if a sufficient water supply could be obtained.
the hydraulic

type.

The placers were

The gravels are· from 5 to 50 feet thick.

The gold probably <Priginated from the gold-bearing
veins in fractured

wi th gold-

porphyry

fissure q:uartz.

and from the gOld-beari~ep::).8lCement deposits

in limestone.
Corry, A. V., OPe Cit., p. 3, 7, 30, 32, and 35.
Dingman, O. A., OPe cit., p. 30.
Emmons, W. H" Gold deposits of the Little Rocky Mountains, MOntBma: U, S.
Geol. Survey, Bull. 340, p. 97, 100, and 104, 1907.
Weed, W. H., Ore deposits of the Li ttle Rocky Mountains, Montana;
Eng. Min.
Jour., vol. 61, p. 424, 1896.
Mineral Resources.
Annual Reports of the Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry of Montana.
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POWELL COUNTY

* Big

Blackfoot District

Placer gold in the Big Blackfoot

(Helmville) District,

17 miles north~

east or Drtnmnond, N. p. R. R. and C. M. and St. P. R. R., was discovered

in

the sixties.
The rocks of the district are essentially
ergilli tes, e.nd limestones

Algollkian quart~ites,

shales,

intruded by Tertiary quartz monzont te and over ..

lain in places by Tertiary lake beds and volcanics

and Quaternary

alluvium.

Tne placer gold occurs in the recent gravels of certain mountain
streams.
tinuously.

The district is fairly important and has been more or less
The total production

to $2,000 yearly since 1921.

con-

is unknown, but it has produced from $1,000'

The placers were the hydraulic

typ~.

There is no data as to the origin ot the placer gold.
Dingman, O. A., OPe cit., p. 30.
Lambert, G. S., OPe cit.
Mineral Resources.
Annual Reports of the Bureau of .Agriculture, Labor, and Industry of Montana.
I

Elliston District
Placer gold has been found in the Elliston

(OntariO, Nigger Hill) Dis-

trict, 6 miles south ot Elliston, N. P. R. R.
The rocks of the district
cession ot limestone.
boniterous

consist of an apparently

contODllable suo-

quartzi te, and sandstone that range in ~e

to Cretaceous.

The~ocks

mentioned

from

dar-

disappear beneath rhyolites

within a short distance west of Elliston.

The southern part ot the dis-

trict is underlain by the andesite-latite

series of tUffs, breccias, and

flows, which have been intruded by quartz monzonite
11th.

of the Boulder batho-

The placer gold occurs in the recent gravel of certain mountain
streams closely" associated
great importance

with gold-bearing

lodes.

The district

and has been worked intermittently.

is about $95,000.

The placers were the hydraulic

The gold probably

originated

is not of

The total production

type.

:f"romthe gold-bearing

q_uartz:veins in

andesite and quartz monzonite.
Billingsley, P., and Grimes, J. A.,op.
cit., p. 663.
Dingman, O. A., OPe cit., p. 30.
Knopf, A., OPe cit., p. 76-77.
Pardee, J. T., and Schrader, F. C., OPe cit., p. 6, 12, 13, 21, 114, 184,
. 186-188, 192-194, and 262-263.
1tlneral Resources.
Annual Reports of the Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry of Montana.

*

GOLD CREEK DISTRICT

Placer gold in the Gold Creek {Pioneer} District,
C. r.1. st. P. R. R., was discovered

by Benetsee

(Francois Finlay),

half breed from the Red ~Uver of the North Country,
was done until 1862.
was discovered

a Scotch

in 1852, but nothing

This dis,trict was the first locality

in which gold

in 110ntana.

The rocks of the district
Cretaceous

N. P. R. R., and

ere essentially

sediments intruded by Tertiary

Jurassic, Carboniferous,

biotite granite.

tiary basic sills intrude the upper Cretaceous

Probable

and

Ter-

sediments.

The placer gold occurs in the recent gravel of Pioneer and Pikes
Creeks.

The gold is coarse, the size of number 8 shot, the nuggets weigh-

ing about 10 ounces.

The gold is worth $16 to $17 per ounce.

tains about l7¢ per cubic yard in gold.
which is as a rule comparat1 vely regular.
fairly continuously

The dirt con-

The richest dirt is at bedrock,
The distri ct has been worked

and has been an important

producer

of placer gold.

The total production
1910.

is unknown, but it has yielded over $170,000

The placers were the hydraulic

installed

on November

26, 1933.

and dredge types, the dredge being

The placers

or 1/2 a cent per pound of earth.

since

averaged 10 cents per pan

The gravel is from 16 to 60 feet deep.

The mazfmum digging is 45 feet.
The placer deposits probably
associated

originated

from the auriferous

lodes

with the igneous intrusive near the southern part of the dis-

trict"
See references under Gold Creek District, Granite County"
Also see:
Dingman, 0. A., op_ cit., p. 30.
Historical Society of America, vol. 2, p. 121, 1896.

*

Ophir District

Placer gold in the Ophir Di strict, 8 miles north of Avon, N. P. R. R.
was discovered

in 1865.

The rocks of the district are essentially
zite of lower Paleozoic
batholi th.Rhyoli

limestone,

age intruded by quartz monzonite

shale, and quartof the Boulder

te, Tertiary l8J.cebeds and glacial moraine also orop out.

The placer gold occurs in the recent gravel of Ophir, Carpenter,
Springs, Snowshoe,
ing lodes.

and Deadwood gulches closely associated

The district has been important

less continuously.

The total production

placers were the hydraulic

with gold-bear-

and has been worked more or

is at least $3,500,000.

and dredge types.

The

The gulches were very rich.

A nugget worth $3,280 has been r-epor-tedtaken out.

This is supposed to

be the largest one ever taken from a placer deposi t in Montana.
deposits also occur on the terraces and benches

Many of these have been very productive.

Warm

Placer

along present streams.

The terrace depOSits

are not

more than 2 or 3 feet thick.
not contain workable

The glaciated

deposits.

stretches

The gold ranges

of the valleys

do

from 0.850 to 0.895 in

fineness.
The placer gold probably

origmnated

from the gold-bearing

contact de-

posits in limestone.
Billingsley, P., and Grimes,
Dingman, O. A., OPe cit., p.
Knopf, A., OPe cit.,p. 15.
Pardee, J. To, and Schrader,
rkineral Resources.
Annual Reports of the Bureau

J. A., OPe cit., p , 656.

31.
F. C., OPe cit., p. 29-32.
of .Agriculture, Labor, and Industry ot Montana.

* Racetrack
Racetrack

Creek in the Racetrack

District
District,

Racetrack,

N. P. R. R. and

C. M. and St. P. R. R., has been produotive.
The rooks or the, district are essentially
Carboniferous,

and Cretaceous

formations

zonite.

Tertiary

lake beds and Quaternary

Dingman,
Lambert,

O. A., OPe cit., p. 31.
G. S., oPe cit.,

* Washington

Algonkian,

Cambrian, Devonian,

intruded by Tertiary

quartz mon-

alluvium also orop out.

Gulch District

The Washing:bon Gulch (Finn) District

is situated 16 miles northwest

of Avon, N. P. R. R.
The rocks of the district are essentially
Devonian

formations

and ~uaternary

overlain

alluvium.

out in the Algonkian

Algonkllan, Cambrian, and

in places by Tertiary volcanics

A small patch of Tertiary

formation

in the northeastern

and lake beds

quartz monzonite

crops

part of the district.

N
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Washington,

jefferson,

and Buffalo

gulches have Yielded moderate

mounts of placer gold, most of which was produced prior to 1890.
then placer mining has been done in a small way.

a-

Since

The Nevada Creek placers,

east side of Nevada Creek, 4 miles south of' the Big Black:root River and
about 35 miles northwest

of Avon, extend 1 1/4 miles ih a north south direc-

tion and 1 mile in an east west direction.
per cubic yard and is worth

The gravel contains 26iltin gold

19.35 per ounce.

The placers of the district were the hydraulic,
The district
production

is not important

The gold is 0.936 in f'ineness.
drift; and dredge types.

and has been worked intermittently.

is unknown but from ~1,000 to ~3,000 is produced

The gold probably

originated

rrom the gold-bearing

The total

yearly.

quartz veins.

Dingman, O. A., OPe cit., p , 31.
Lambert, G. S., OPe cit.
r~cKnieht, j. A., OPe cit., p. 92-93.
Pardee, j. T., and Schrader, F. G., OPe cit., p. 114'1'
hOneral Resources •
.Annual Reports of the Bureau of Agriculture, Labor , and Industry

of'Montana.

Zosell District
The Zosell or Emery District

includes an area of' 3 or 4 square miles

on the slope west of the Continental
Deer Lodge.

The gold-bearing

Divide about 8 miles east-southeast

gravel was discovered

The rocks of the district are essentially
late Cretaceous

age.

of'

here in 1872.

andesite flows, of probable

West of' the di strict, along the edge of the Deer Lodge

Valley, it passes beneath Tertiary
east, just beyond the Continental

lake beds and later sediments.
Divide,

To the

it is cut by the quartz monzonite

of the Boulder batholit~.
The placer gold occurs in the recent gravels of Spring and Rocker Gulches closely associated with gold-bearing

lodeso

The mining

season averages

about 2 1/2 months each year, and the diggings though not unusually rich or
MONTA..'1A SCHOOL

OF MINES

JUlIE
-9~-

IJBBAlll'

extensive, were profitable.
duction is probably

The district is not important.

between t5,000 and $100,000.

been worth about $17.50 per ounce.
el is generally

The total pro-

The gold is said to have

The fineness is about 0.900.

The grav-

less than 10 feet deep and f'rom a f~w feet to 32 feet wide.

The placers were the hydraulic
The placer gold probably

type.
originated

from the gold-bearing

quartz veins

in the andesite.
Pardee,

J. T., and Schrader, F. C., Ope cit.l,p. 186, 193, 270-272, and 283.

RAVALLI:

* Darby
The Darby District,

COUNTY

District

Darby, N. P. R. R., has yielded gold in recent

years.
The rocks of' the district

are essentially

Tertiary quartz. monzonite,

T'ertiary lake beds, and Q.uaternary alluvium.
The placer gold has been derived from the diSintegration

of gold-bear-

ing quartz fissure veins in the quartz monzonite.
Dingman, O. A., OPt cit., p. 31.
Lambert, G. S., OPt clilt.
Lindgren, W. A., OPe cit., P. 15-17, 20, 22-26, 82-83, and 86.
Lindgren, W., op , ctt., p. 66-68.
Rowe, J. P.,op. cit., 877.

* Hughes

Creek District

Placer gold in the Hughes Creek (Alta, Overwich) Distric,t, 30 miles
south of Darby, N. p. R. R., was f'ound along Hughes, Cow, and Overwich Creeks,
The rocks of the district are e,ssentially Algonkian
by Ter~iary quartz monzonite
Quaternary

alluvium.

quartzit,e intruded

and overlain in places by Tertiary rhyolite

1749-.3

and

Covnty
Gulch
N

BoW'

""

The placer gold occurs .in the recent gravel ot oertain mountain
streams associated
importance,
production

with gold-bearing

lodes.

The district

is not ot great

but it.has been worked more or less continuously.
is unknown ,; ut the yearly p'rbducti~)Ilvaries

to several thousand dollars.

The total

trom a tew hundred

The placers were ·the hydraulic

type.

The

gravel:s ar-e deep and bedrock has not been reached by placer miners.
gold is generally
and black sand.

The

coarse and ocour-s ih tla t grains a-ccompanied by garnets
Gravel terr.aces accompany the water course, although in

many places they have been removed

by erosion •. Near the mouth of Hughes

Creek there is a gravel bar 50 feet above the sxream and another one 200
feet above the same stream.
found up to an elevation

Evidences

ot still higher gravel bars are

of 500 teet above the bottom, and many ~laims. are

located on these high bars.

Whether any of these oceupyi-ng larger areas

near the mouth ot the creek will pay :ror working is not certain.
tin is frequently

found with the placer gold.

stream

Johnson Creek, a few ~les

above Hughes Creek, is also said to contain a 11ttle gold.~ The gold is
0.923 in fineness.
The placer gold has been derived from the disintegration
ing quartz fissure

--

of gold-be~-

veins in the quartz monzonite.

Dingman, 0 .. A., Op , Cit., p , 31.
Lambert, G. S. OPe cit.
Lindgren, W., OPe cit., p. 15,16,17, 20, 22~26, 82-83, and 86.
Lindgren, W., OPe cit., P. 66-68, and 89.
Rowe, J. P.,op. Cit~, p. 877.
Mineral Resources.
Annual Reports of the Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry

ot Montana.

Pleasant View Pi strict
The Pleasant View Diatrict,is
Placer gold is produced

situated near Stevensville,

trom Schooner Gulch.

-10.1:-

N. P.· R. R.

The rocks of the district are essentially

Tertiary

quartz monzonite

and Q.uaternary alluvium.
The district

is essentially

a silver producer.

The placer gold has probably
gold-bearing

quartz. fissures

been derived from the disintegration

of

veins in the quartz monz.onite.

Dingman, O. A., OPe cit., p. 31.
Lambert, G. S., op, cit.
Lindgren,
op.cit., p , 15-17, 20,,22-26,82-83,
Lindgren, W., OPe cit., p. 66-68.
Rowe, j. Po, OPe oit., p , 877.
Mineral Resources.

W.,

and 86-87.

THREE-:MILE DISTRIC'r
Placer gold in the Threemile ~istrict,

7 miles southeast

of Florence,

N. P. R. R., has been produced: from Threemile Creek and,its tributaries.
The gold-bearing

gravels

extend from the hillside

The rocks of the district
argilli tes, and limestone
in places by Tertiary

are essentially

intruded by Tertiary

to the river.

Algonkian

quer,tzites, shales,

quartz. monzonite

and overlain

lake beds.

The gold for the most part is fine and is distribut,ed in nearly all
canyons and gravel.
The origin of the gold is unknovfn due to insufficient
trict.

It probably

originated

from or indirectly

intrusion.

Dingman, 0. A., OPe cit., p. 31.
Lambert, G. S., OPe cit.
Rowe, j. P., OPe cit., p. 877.
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data on the dis-

from the quartz monzonite
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S1INDERS COUN'I'Y

*
Placer

gold in the Trout Creek District,

found along Prospect,
near

Vermillion,

the Trout Creek post
The rocks

gillites,
Ri ve:r is

TROUTCREEKDISTRICT

and Trout Creeks and the Clark Fqrk River

office.

of the district

sandstones,

shales,

are

essentially

crops out on the northside

Cree.k and extends many miles

Algonkian ~uartzites,

and limestones.

The valley

An intrusion

covered by Q,ua.:telenaryalluviu..rn.

monzonite

N. P. R. R., is

station,

of Clark Fork

of 1'ertiary

of Clark ~ork River

to the north

ar-

quartz

on Vermillion

and south of the Creek along the

river.
Dingman, O. A., OPe cit.,
Lambert, G. S., OPe cit.
Mineral Resources.

p , 31.

SILVER BOW' COUNTY
BUTTE

msmrcr
..

Placer
G. N. R. R.,

gold in the Bute (SUmmit.Valley)
N. P. R. R.,

and C. M. and St.

District,
P. R. R.,

O. S. L. R. R.,
was discovered

in

1864 in Hi.ssoula Gulch.
The r.ocks of the district
of the Boulder batholith,
and valley

debris.

are

dacite,

Rhyolite,

essentially
rhyolite,

aplite,

~uartz
andeSite,

monZ0nite and aplite
Bozeman lake beds,

and quartz-porphyry

dikes

are also

numerous.
Placer
Buffalo,

gold occurred

ir .. the recent

Town, and Parrot;gulches

with gold-bearing

gravel

and Silver

copper and zinc lodes.

-103-

of Missoula,

Oro Fino,

Bow Creek closely

The district

associated

was not imp.orta.n~

due to the small amount or gold in the gravel and due to !Low bullion value
ot the gold on account ot the large alloy ot si~ver.
ed at all now.

The total produotion

It is soaroely work-

is unknown but $1,500,000 was yielded

between 1864 and 186?, 1867 being the year ot greatest aotivity.
placers were the hydraulic

and dredge types.

The

Placer mining was not so re-

numerati ve here as at other ce.npsof the State, for rthe gold was of low grade,
worth but $11 to $14 an ounce, and occurred in fine particles;

moreover,

the gravel had to be hauled by ox teams down to Silver Bow Creek for washing.

Several ditch lines were built, and in 1866-67, three of these carried

water to the Udiggings".

One of these ditch lines was still in use as late

as 1912.
The gold in the placer deposits was probably
gold~bearing

derived mainly from the

copper and zinc veins in quartz monaonite

since both native

silver and copper have been found in the placers.
Billingsley, P., and Grimes, J. A., OPe Cit., p. 663.
Dingman, O. A., OPe cit., P. 31.
Pardee, J. T., and Schrader, F. G., OPe cit., p. 3, 191, and 198,
Perry, E. S. ,The 13utt.emining district, Montana: XVI International Geological Congress, Guidebook, 23, Excursion G-2, p. 2, ~933.
Rowe, J. P., op. cit., P. 347,350, and 352.
Sales, R. H., Ore depoat t s at Butte, Montana:
Trans. A. I. M. E., vol. 46,
p.6-10 and 57, 19~5.
Weed, Vi. H., Geology and ore deposits of the Butte district, Montana:
U. S. Geol. Survey, Prof. Paper 74, p. 18, 26,·27, 29, 67, and 79,
1912.
Weed, W. H., Ore deposits at Butte, Montana: U. S. Geol. Survey, Bull.
213, p' 17+, 1902.•
Weed, W. H., U. S. Geol. Survey, Geologic Atlas, Folio 38, Butte Special,
Montana, 1897.
Winchell, A. N., OPe ei t.•, p. 12 and 55.
Mineral Resources.
.
Annual Reports of the Bureau of .Agriculture,Labor, and Industry of Mont,anao

-lO~-

Divide Creek, District
Placer gold in the Divide Oreek District,
produced

O. S. L. R. R., has been

from Divide Oreek and tributaries.

For a few miles on both sides of the Oontinental
deposits

of the old waterway

apparently

rest upon a bedrock

of Feely this batholith

of which vary in texture

of quartz mon-

In the. region 3 to 5 miles

zonite that is part of the Boulder batholith.
east and southeast

Divide the Tertiary

is cut by dikes of aplite, soma

toward a quartz-porphyry.

these dikes are fissures which have been mineralized

Olosely associated

with

by solutions bringing

in gold and silver.
The placers were the hydraulic
The placer gold probably

type.

originated

from thegold~bearing

veins men-

tioned above;
Dingman, O. A., OPe ci t., p. 31.
Pardee, J. T., and Schrader,F.O., OPe cit., p , 3, 191, and 198.
Winchell, .A. N., OPe cit., p. 24, 30, 55-56, and 165-166.
Mineral Resources •
.Annual Reports of the B'lIr'
eau of Agriculture. Labor, and Industry

* German

of Mont,ana.

Gulch District

Placer gold in the German Gulch (Siberia) District,
ca-egson, B. A. and p. R. R~ and N:. Po R.R.,

5 miles south of

was discovered

in 1864 along

German Gulch and tributaries.
The lower end of Ger.man Gulch is occupied by volcanic rocks of rhyolitic
type, apparently
rhyolites

the same as and nearly c·ontinuous in outcrop wi th the

of the Butte district.

On Silver Bow Oreek, about 2 miles above

the mouth of German Gulch, rhyo+ite

tuff occurs in bedded deposits.

extends up the gulch to a point about 2 miles above the three forks.
head of the gulch, the northeast

side of the Oontinental
-105-

Rhyolite
At the

Divd::deis flankecl

by quartzite;

between this rock and the rhyolite

quartz monzonite.

Paleozoic

limestones

the creek rWlS through

overlie the quartzites

cate tha.t they are to be correlated with Flathead

quartzite

an~ indi-

or BaIt series

or both.
The placer gold occurs in the recent gravel of certain mountain
streams associated

with gold-bearing

lodes.

was worked mare or less continuously.

The total production

The placers were the hydrauli c type.
The gold is believed

The district was important

and

is over $5,000,000.

The gold is very :tine.

to have come from the quartzites

a.t the head ot'

the gulch.
Dingman, O. A., 01'. cit., p , 31.
Pardee, J. Tl and Schrader, F. C., 01'. cit., p , 3, 191, and 198.
Winchell, A. N., OPe cit., p. 12, 24, 30, o5~56, and 102-103.
Mineral Resources.
Annual Reports cr the Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry of Montana.

Highland
Placer gold in the Highland
discovered

District

District,

14 miles south of"Butte, was

in 1866 on Fish Creek and tributaries.

The rocks of the district are essentially
Belt series and limestone

of' Cambrian

slates and quartzit.es of' the

age intruded by Tertiary quartz mon-

zonite.
The placer gold occurs in the recent gravels ot certain mountain
streams associated

wi th gold bearing lodes.

the ci ty of Highland being bigger than

The distri ct Was very important,

'tButtebetween 1869 and 1870.

The

district has been worked more or less contanuoualy ,

The total production

is not known.

The gravel

The placers were the hydraulic

from 50 to 75¢ per pan.
"J20

type.

averaged

The gold was 0.970 in fineness and coined over

per ounce.

-105-

The placer gold is believed to have originated
contact deposits

from t.he gold-bearing

in limestone and 1'romthe gold-bearing

quartz veins in the

quartz monzonite.
Dingman, O. A., OPe cit., p. 31.
~ardee, J. T., and Schrader, F. e., OPe cit., p. 3, 191, 198.
Winchell, A. N., OPe cit., p. 12, 24, 27-28, 30, 55-56, and 87-89.
~!inera1 Resources •
.AnnualReports 01' the Bureau 01' Agriculture, Labor, and Industry 01' Montana.

*

Independence District

Placer gold in the Independence District,

southwest. of Butte, was d1s-

covered at Silver Bowin October 1864.
The rocks of the dietrrct
Boulder batholith

cut by aplite

are essentially

quartz monzonite of the

dikes and valley aebris.

The placer gold occurs in the recent gravel of Silver BowCreek and
its

tributaries

to the south.

The district

production is unknownand the district
placers were the hydraulic,

was very r~c~ although the total

has been worked intermittently.

dredge and drift

types.

The

The gold was worth from

$12 to $14 per ounce.
The gold might have originated

from two sources~

1.

From quartz fissure veins in quartz. monzonite which are located
to the south of Silver BowCreek or

2.

From the gold-bearing lodes 01' Butte.

Dingman, 0 A.,· OPe Cit., p. 32.
UacKnight, J. A., OPe c1t., p, 16.
Bardee, J. T., and Schrader, F. C., OPe cit., p. 3, 191, 198.
Winchell, A. N., OPe Cit., p. 12, 15, and 168.
Historical Society of America, vol. 2, p. 64, 1896.
Mineral Resources.
A nnua.LReports of the Bureau of A€riculture, Labor. and Industry of Montana.
0

/

Lost Child District
Placer gold in the Lost Child Di stnict, ? miles north of Butte, has
been produced

from Yankee Doodi~ Gulch in recent years.

The r.- ocks of the district are chiefly in.imusive quartz monzonite
rhyolite-dacite

and

lava flows.

Dingman, o. ~., OPe cit., p. 32.
Pardee, J. T., and Schrader, F. C.,
tfineral Resources.

OPe

cit"

p. 3, 191, 198, and Plate I.

Melrose District
O. S. L. R. R., was found along

Placer gold in the Melrose District,
Soap and Camp Creeks aad their tributaries.
Therocks
Carboniferous

of the district
formations

are essentially

Be"ll..t,
Cambrian, Devonian,

intruded by quartz. monz.onite which is probably

outlier of the Boulder batholit~.

Tertiary and

mternary

sediments

and
an

also

crop out.
The. placers were the hydraulic
The placer gold probably
limestones

and calcareous

type.

originated

from the gold-bearing

shales .of probably

Devonian

lodes in the

age.

Dingman, O. A., OPe cit., p. 32.
Winchell,A. N., op~ cit., p. 2?, 55-56, and 91-93.
1lineral Resources •.

Moose Creek District
Placer gold in the Moose Creek District,
L. R. R., was discovered

10 miles east of Divide, O. S.

in 1866 along ~fuose Creek and its tributaries.
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The rocks of the district

are essentially

Archean, Cambrian, Devonian,

and Carboniferous rormatdons intruded by Tertiary

quartzmonzoni te~

Tertiary

lake beds also crop OGt.
The placer gold occurs in the recent gravel of certain
associated

with gold-bearing lodes.

worked intermittently.
dollars,

The

total

The dis·trict

mountain strea:m.s

was important but has been

production is several hundred thousand

although the gravels w~re not as rich in gold as the gravels of

Fish Creek which is just across the d1 vide.

The placers were the hydraUlic

type.
The gold probably originated

from the gold-bearing contact deposits in

limestone.
Dingman, O. A., OPe cit., p. 32.
Winchell, A. N., oPe cit., P. 27, 55, 87 and 90.
Mineral Res~ceso

Stillwater

County

$76 in placer gold has been produced from the Yellowstone River near

Columbus, N. P. R. R.
The rocks of the district

are essentially

Cretaceous formations.

ternary alluvium crops out along tOO_Yellowstone
River in certain

~~a-

localities.

Lambert, G. S., OPe cit.
Mineral Resources.
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Boulder River Distri,ct

Shipments of gold are reported

from the head water of Boulder River

and from the 10cali ty near Big Timber, N. P. R. R.

/

The rocks of the district are e.ssential1y Archean,
taceous formations

intruded by gabbro and diorite and overlain·

by lavas of andesite
According
Mountain

Cambrian, and Cre-

and dacite.

Numerous

frikes also occur.

to the best inf'ormatio~ gold was first discovered

in 1864.

in places

on Baboon

The greatest period of activity was in 1891, 18~2t and

The gold probably

originated

from the gold-bearing

trap dikes and from the gold-bearing

fissure veins in

joints in porphyry.

See references under Cowles District, Park County.
Also see:
Dingman, O. A., op. cit., p. 32.
Freeman, H. C., Boulder mining district, Montana:
vol.60, p. 583-584, 1895.

Eng. Min. Jour.

Natural Bridge District
Prospectors

have establishe~

this new mining district

territory north of Boulder District

to cover the

down to the contact at Cowan's.

It

has been written up under the Boulder River District.

TOOLE COUNTY

Gold Butte District
Placer gold. in the Gold Butte District,
station, G. N. R. R., was discovered

23 miles east of Sunburst,

in the drainage system on the western

side of Middle Butte near the Gold Butte post office, especially
Eclipse Gulch.

The rocks of' the district

Jurass Ic , and Cretaceous

formations

sills and dike:s. Glacial moraine

are essentially

in

Carboniferous,

intruded by a :4acco11th and. numerous

of Pleistocene

-1).0-

age also crops out.

The placer gold occurs in the recent gravel of the drainage
mentioned
mittently.

above.

The district

The total production

The placers wer e the hydraulic
interest in prospecting
quartzite

is not important

and has been worked inter-

has not been ascertained
and drift types.

but is not large.

Thirty years a.nd more ago

Dr. Ledoux speaks of gold-bearing

here was active.

traversed by him in ascanding

system

the southern laccolithic

summit

of East Butte, about 10 miles to the east of Middle Butte, and that good
colors were found in the gravels

of the gulches

crossing it.

quartzi te must have been one of the Jurassic or Cretaceous
shales locally mineralized

Thus the

sandstones

or

by the igneous rocks.

The eabove statement might possibly

be the factor which accounts for

the placer gold in the Gold Butte District

on account

of the fact that East

Butte end Middle Butte has the same type of formations.
Dingman, O. A., ope cit., p. 32.
Cemp, J. F., SWeet Grass Hills, Mont ana t Bull. Geol. Soc • .America, vol. 32,
p. 437, 439, 445, 446, 450, 452, 461, 466, 468, 471, 476, and 478,
192.1..
1.lineralResources.

Conclus1 ona
Placer mining

in Montana has been very important

in the past, and many'

evidences point to the fact that there is yet placer gold to be found.
placer mining

districts

CQver a large portion of the western part of the

state, end it would seem there are many localities
might be found that are not yet prospected
modern

The

in which placer gold

or not yet fully developed.

With

equipment and modern methods, placer-m1n:t,ng may become an important

industry in many
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